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/ 7 students camp
out in President
Casteen 's office
M

RACIIANA DIXIT
NEWS EDITOR

Mirronng the sit-ins that occurred
during the Civil Rights and Vietnam
War eras. 17 University of Virginia
students staged a tour-day sit-in protesting living wages for university
weaker* which ended in their arrests
at about 7 p.m. Saturday.
Beginning at 930 a.m. on April 12,
students entered Madison Hall, where
President John eastern's office is located. Discussions commenced Saturdav morning, with proposals and
compromise exchanging between
the administration and students.
U.Va. junior Ben Van Dyne, an
organizer of the Living Wage Campaign, said, "Most living wage campaigns end with some sort of action
like this.

VMI

$14,332

CWM
UVA
CNU

$14,195
$13,569
$13,326

JMU

$12,786

Top 5
Total Out of State
(Tuition, Fees, Room and Board)

UVA
CWM

$30,489

VMI
VCU

$28,532
$24,482

GMU

$23,640

$29,603

Ultamately, members of the campaign want university workers' salaries to be raised to $10.72 per hour
from $9.37 per hour and are attempt-

LAUREN PA<tian dlrtcun
• JMU Hurts do sot lacladr mum and heard.

ing to persuade Casteen and the Board
ot Visitors to do si'
According to an April 18 article
(rom the Gnurirr Daily. Casteen's
main argument during negotiations
with the protestors was to lobby legislators and approach the General Assembly when' students would find
mon-success.
In the arbde. Casteen said, "An
an'a where we can work together
with success... is to take the case to the
(--neral Assembly"
Casteen also said that he did not
have the legal authority to alter wages
(or the university's mntracted em-.

Tuition on the Rise
Room and board to
cost more again
for2006- '07'year
BY RACHANA DUIT

\Mv WITOH
The Limit, Wage campaign started in 1998 after U.Va.'s Office of Equal
Opportunity Programs released the

see FROTEST, page 4
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UVINO WAGK CAMPAIGN
17 U.Va. students sat In the unrver
sftys Madrson Hal for four days.

As the 2006-'07 school year List an
proaches, at least one thing is certain
for new and returning students and
their families — tuition and room and
board will make a larger dent in their
wallets, yet again.
The Board of Visitors approved
new tuition and fees during their
April 7 meeting. Currently for instate
undergraduate students, tuition will
st.md at $6,290 for the year, a $404 inCMN Iroin last vear. Undergrads (rum
out of state will have to hand over
something much more substantial, as
their tuition is set at $16,236, up $914
from last year
Per credit hour, Virginia and nonVirginia graduate students will have
to pay $264 and $743 per credit hour,
respectively.
Room and board for all students is
$6,496 for the year. Sophomore Stacy
Fuller, Student Representative to the
Board of Visitors, said room and board
is self-sustaining.
We're not getting any money
from the state for that," Fuller said.
"As an out-of-state student, I feel

it. Tuition increasing is like going to
the dentist. For anyone like me, both
are necessary and both are terribly
undesirable."
JMU spokesperson Andv Perrine
said the BOV made the tuition decisions by looking at the three budgets
under consideration in the Virginia
General Assembly.
'The state is caught in a bit of a
budget impasse right now," Perrine
said. "We don't really know how
much money we're getting from the
state." Funding from the state is the
most fundamental when operating the
university.
He added that typically, the General Assembly has approved the budget by the end of their regular session
at the end of March. However, at this
point in time, the House, Senate and
Guv. hmothy M. Kaine have their own
budgets floating around Richmond
vving for approval.
Ultimately the disagreement Perrine said, lies in the issue of taxes in
the General Assembly.
I here's a lot of folks in the
General Assembly that believe we
should raise taxes," said Perrine, "And
there's another group who thinks we
shouldn't." Transportation issues,
which Kaine has largely focused on
during his term as governor, would
require more funds to be allocated to
that concern, or a taxation increase on
Virginia residents.
In all likelihood, tuition will con-

Valley forests ignite
Shenandoah fires burn
over 1,000 acres of
national forest in April
■Y M EGIIAN r \ l«iI I
CONTRIBUTING WRTTIR

Controlling the forest fire that blazed over
1,000 acres of Shenandoah National Park this
month closely involved the efforts of one |MU
student.
Akiva Cordon, a natural resource management major, is also a fire monitor for the National Park Service. After lightning struck a tree
and ignited a fire on top of Lewis Mountain
April 4, Gordon was summoned to the park to
use his skills in controlling the natural fire.
"I worked .is .1 saw \ er during this fire," said
Cordon, who had a role in controlling hundreds of tin's in Virginia and out ol state sine*

he started fighting fires with the Maryland Ds»
partment of Natural Resources in 1990. "1 fell
any burning trees or trees that could possibly
fall over the fire line," he said

tinue to increase with each upcoming
school year.

AMY PATERSON/wwWr photographer
SafsRIdas. founded In 2001,
plans to start giving rides next
ysar.

SafeRides
seeks status
asNPO
■v

KELLY CONNIFF

STAff WRTTZR

SafeRides, an organization hoping to provide a safer community
for JMU students, is going through
changes, but expects to be fully operational in the next school year.
The program was founded in
2001 after a JMU student discovered a
program at Texas A&M that featured
students dnving their peers home on
weekend nights.
"Our founder stumbled upon
this program at Texas A&M and
decided that we needed something
like it at JMU,'' said John Robinson,
the current executive director of SafeRides. "She spread the dream to a
small group of people, and in 2002
this group started working hard at
getting recognized by |MU."
SafeRides eventually became a
student organization, but members
soon discovered that providing rides
for fellow students might not be as
easy as they originally thought. Obtaining cars and insurance became a
major obstacle because of the legal issues involved.
"We've had a difficult time with
insurance because it's hard to find for
our type of organization," Robinson
said.

'Tuition has been going up every
year because our operating costs go
up," Perrine said. For the 2005-'06
school year, the university's operating
costs are about $258 million. For the
same term, funding from tuition provides about $91 million to the total.
Similar to the situation in the
General Assembly, the JMU Office of
Financial Aid is playing the waiting
game until there is a decided amount
of funding for them as well.
Brad Barnett, the office's senior associate director, said, "1 Before the end
of the semester] we need to have that
figure before we can start putting out
awards for returning students."
About half of JMU students receive
some form of aid that goes through
the office, including loans, grants and
private scholarships, as well as ones
given by the university.
But, when looking at statewide
figures for tuition and room and
board, there is still hope for in-state
and out-of-state students With the
proposed 2006-'07 increase, JMU's
total in-state tuition ranks fifth out ol
the 15 public universities in the state
Out of state, JMU's tuition for next

This^ past year has been a transitional penod for the group. SafeRides
has made changes to its infrastructure, membership and legal status.
In the fall semester of 2005, further complications with the insurance process arose, causing delays.
t ast semester was difficult,"
Robinson said. "One of our director,, who has since been asked to
leave, lost our insurance information,
which became a problem."
Despite the setback, SafeRides
decided to change the organization
of the group and filed for 501 (c) (3)
status, which would make the group

year ranks sixth. Virginia Military Institute has the most expensive in-state

nationally a-cognized as a nonprofit
organization. This will make it easier

tuition for this year at $14,332 per
student. The University of Virginia
out-of-state tuition is the highest at
$30,489 for the year.

for the group to acquire insurance
and cars at a mon- affordable rate.

^^-J

At this point the organization focused on doing whatever they could
to obtain insurance and cars Paperwork for insurance issues proved
daunbng, and the group also had to
focus its efforts on fund raising and
gathering members.
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The fire line is man-created barrier, used to
contain the fire in a specific am
"We cleared vegetation out of the wav and
dug the line so that when the fire reached the
break in the soil," Cordon said. "It would have
nothing to burn, and would Moo
lulena Campbell, public information officer
with the National Park Service in an interview
with the Doily Neuv Record said, "They're digging down to what we call mineral soil. They
are also burning everything that could be
burned. It's fighting fire with fire."
I he fire was a large one lor this area, and is
reported as the biggest since 2003.
"It burned downhill." Cordon said. "This
made it a lot slower and less intense than it is
when it is burning uphill."

see FIKE, page 4
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Shenandoah National Park hat been burning for moat of April due a thunderstorm In which
lightning struck a tree on Lewi* Mountain April 4. The fire la said to be the largest since
2003 and has been burning downhill since It began.
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JonsM KILOALL/JSMOR MUTER Underage possession of alcohol

Vandalism
A JMU employee reported a lire extinguisher was discharged in the third door
lounge in Potomac Hall April 11 at an unknown time
A JMU employee reported graffiti carved
into a door ol a men's bathroom in Wilson
Hall Apnl 12 at an unknown time

Hn.n M.iris,-n
lohnGille
Alien Slelzrr
InnuKildjII
IvinDyion
LMM Pack
Cuban N«■*!
EnkPiL/ti
Man Vckowttz
K<f(f i Sornk«cn

A JMU student was charged with underage
possession of alcohol at Logan Hall April 15
at 3:34 am
A non-student was charged with underage
possession of alcohol at Carner and Bluestone drives April 16 at 3 24 am

A JMU student reported paint scratches
on the left Iront tender and rear bumper
undercarnage ol a vehicle causing about
$100 damage in R1 -Lot April 10 at an unknown time

Petit larceny, drunk In public

A JMU employee reported damage to a
door hinge and lock mechanism ol a suite
door in White Hall April 15 at 2 am

73

A non-student was charged with petit larceny and drunk in public at Devon Lane and
Port Republic Road April 15 at 4:29 am.
Number of drunk in publics since Aug. 29:

Ads Manager: Meghan 0 Donnell
Assistant Ads Manager Bryan
Pope
Specialty Advertising Executive:
Lola Sizemore
Ads Design Lead: Tyler Adams
Ad Executives: Dana Flora, Gate
Rodriguez, Doug Parvis, Michelle
Soon, Alexandra McNair. Gil
Harrison
Ad Designers: Lara Egbert. Chris
Swecker, Enc Trott. Nazia Mitha.
Brian Sostak

£ tf

A non-student was charged with underage
possession of alcohol on Port Republic
Road at Interstate 81 April 10 at 10:02 p.m

Property damage
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Number ol parking tickets since Aug. 29:
22, 301

The Breeze is published Monday
and Thursday mornings and distnbuted throughout James Madison
Unrversity and the local Harrison
burg community Comments and
complaints should be addressed to
Matthew Stoss, editor

Events Calendar
Madison Dance performance
Madison Dance will be holding
its end-ot-semester performance
featuring iazz. lyrical, hip-hop
and street dancing Sunday, April
23 at 1 p.m. The show is free, but
donations ol canned goods will
be accepted

Main Telephone:
(540) 568-6127
Advertising Department:
(540)568-6127
Editor: Matthew Stoss
(540) 568-6749
breezeeditor@hotmail.com
stossmr

ONE leadership forum
The next ONE Leadership Forum will be held Sunday, April
23 at 2 p.m in Taylor 404. Students can network with members
of other student organizations,
learn about club leadership and
generate ideas about the future
of student groups at JMU. E-mail
telschlm for more information

News Desk:
(540) 568-6699
bmezenews@hotmail com
Arts and Entertainment
Desk:
(540) 568-3151
breezeartsOhotmail. com

-

MAILING ADDRESS

CLASSIFIEDS

■ Mow to ptace a ciasamed Go to vvww.tf>ebYee»ofg and
ctefc. on the classified In* or come mto the office weekdays
between Sam and 5 p.m
■ Cost S5 00 (ex the first 10 words $3toi eachaddrtonal 10
words, boxed classfied. $10 per column men
■ Deadhnes noon Friday lor Monday issue, noon Tuesday
tor Thursday mur,
M QasBfwods must be paid n advance m The Brseze office

GRADUATING?

CONGRATULATIONS!

Information Technology wants you to know thai
your JMU e-ID and associated e-mail address
(e-ID@jmu edu) will remain active as long as
you keep your password current by changing it
through the Accounts Portal
(accounts.jmu.edu) every 90 days. This is to
provide you ongoing access to e-campus for
certain functions such as transcripts, and to
give you the ability to have e-mail messages
forwarded to a non-JMU e-mail address
However, access to your Webmail account.
Blackboard and other resources will only
remain active for 60* days after graduation.
'Actual disable dale is 60 days alter your degree is
conferred Itwrelore we list an approximate date of 60
Jays after graduation
For more information, contact the JMU
Computing HelpOesk at

540-568-3555
or check the self-help web site at
www.jmu.edu/computing/
helpdesk/setfhelp/eid.shtml

Information Technology
James Madison University

The Breeze
Gl Anthony Seeger Hall
MSC6805
James Madison University
Hamsonburg. Virginia 22807
Phone: (5401 568-6127

Fax: (540) 568-6736

££

The Breeze, the student-run newspaper ol James Madison University.
serves student and faculty readership
by reporting news involving the campus and local community The Breeze
strives to be impartial and lair in its
reporiing and lirmly believes in its First
Amendment nghts

Stephen poulette, deb
•dward amrhem, dds
Attention All JMU Students, Faculty and Staff
Wisdom Teeth
Loos* or Missing Teeth
Mouthguards
General Dentistry
Emergency Treatment
Drs. Biery & Poulette Can Help Youl

We Offer

o Forward important e-mail messages that you
want to keep from your JMU Webmail account to
your new e-mail address Any remaining
messages will be inaccessible 60' days after
graduation

•

Same day consultation, examination and emergency treatments.

•

Schedule an appointment at a time thai n convenient for you.

e

General Anesthesia is available from certified personnel.

•

0% financing for up to 12 months upon approval

o Set forwarding in Webmail lo deliver new
e-mail to your new ISP e-mail account (dick
Options. Forwarding, type in your new e-mail
address, Ihen click Start) Forwarding will now
continue indefinitely

•

A relaxed and friendly atmosphere

e

Spanish. Russian, Ukrainian ond Sign Interpreter! available

o Save your Mends' and references' e-mail
addresses Ihen send them to your new e-mail
, sddnMi

_ 4k 4k 4k 4k 4k 4k 4k 4k 4k 4k 4k 4k 4k 4k 4k 4k 4k .

Clip this certificate out of the paper to receive
$50.00 off your initial consultation examination.

Introducing MacBook Pro

Presenting the world's most advanced
1-inch-thin notebook. MacBook Pro is
the first Mac notebook built on the Intel
Core Duo processor, which delivers the
power of two processors on a single chip
- for blistering performance with highend creative applications. Front Row
and the Apple Remote let you summon
your photos, movies, music and presentations from anywhere in the room. The
built-in iSight camera gives you effortless, high quality video conferencing
using iChat AV.' The spacious 15.4-inch
screen is a full 67 percent brighter than
the brighter than the 15-inch PowerBook
G4 display. Yet with all of its advances,
MacBook Pro is just 1 inch thin and
weighs only 5.6 pounds.2 So it's a joy to
handle as well as use.

2 - 3 Bedrooms Available
$640 - $705
(Furnished & Unfurnished Still Available)

Convenient to Area Colleges
and Area Business

434-5150
COLDWELL
BANKER
COMMERCIAL

Photo/Graphics:
540) 568-8041
breezephoto9hotmail.com
breezegraphicsOhotmail.con>

ronald davis, dds

o Print your unofficial transcript (now can be
accessed indefinitely with your e-ID and
password). Official transenpts can now be
requested online as well!

I o Change mailing list (Listserv) subscriptions
lo use your new e-mail address

Opinion Desk:
(540) 568-3846
breezeopinionQhotmaH.com.

kathryn biery. dc*s

o Make sure your addresses ere current

TAKE CARE OF YOUR E-MAIL NEEDS:
o Setup a new e-mail account with an Internet
Service Provider (ISP) or a free service provider,
such as Yahoo or Hotmail before graduation.

(540) 568-6709
oreezesporfs9hormai7.com

dry

TAKE CARE OF YOUR E-CAMPUS NEEDS:

MADISON MANOR

FUNKHOUSER
REALTORS'

MISSION

715 Port Republic Road
Hamsonburg, VA 22X01
uuu.clurunkhouscr.com
mini/ chcrunkhouscr.com

For more information visit the JMU Bookstore on cami
540-568-3989 or online at www.jmu.edu
www.apple.com/educotion/hecl/students

Equal Hou$mg Opportunity
An Equal Opportunity Company

1ST

O2006 Apple Computer. Inc. Al Rights reserved Appte Mac. and PwerBoo* ore trademarks of Apple Computer. Inc..
registered in me US ond other countries. Chat iSight. and MacBook are trademarks ol Apple Computer. Inc. Intel
ana Intel Core ore trademarks or registered trademarks o' Intel Corporation or its subsidiaries *i the United States ond
other countries. SPEC * o registered trademark ot the Standard Performance Evaluation Corporation (SPEC),

CAMPUS

Dominic Desmond. Editor
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High-ranking
U.S. military
officers and
a former foreign service
officer from
the Army
War College
spoke
Tuesday
night about
U.S. strategy
In the war
on terror and
the ongoing
war In Iraq.
The panelists also
participated
In classroom
discussions
throughout
JMU.

UJS. military brass address security issues
Top officers discuss
new tactics for a new
war, stress media's
increased importance
■v

JACKIE COIE

STA/T WRfTE*

Dressed in green and blue uniforms and
covered in badges and stars, nine high-ranking officers from the United States Army War
College addressed a room of JMU students
and faculty Tuesday night. The issue at hand
was "War and Peace in the 21st Century:
Experiences, Prospects and Implications for the
United States of America."
The focus of the Army War College panelists
was to begin a dialogue between military officials and members of the academic community

on the current lamas, and of national security,
foreign policy and (he military. The panel and
open forum discussion was brought to HHS by
the Eisenhower Series College Program and the
Nelson Institute for International and Public
Affairs.
J. Peter Pham, Director of the Nelson
Institute for International and Public Affairs,
said, "Obviously, in today's world, the men and
women of our armed services play a major role
in that national enterprise, so it was natural to
include them as the culmination of our yearlong series on issues of current interest."
The officers also visited several political science, justice studies and ROTC classes.
"I am. delighted that our panelists have not
only agreed to be part of a large group presentation, but have visited a number of classes.'
Pham said.
"Engaging students in a more intimate setting (will create | the type of informed dialogue
we need on vital global and national conterns "
In Kay Knickrehm's class on terrorism,

three officers spoke of their experiences in Iraq,
Afghanistan and working in the intelligence
field. Most of the time was spent answering
questions from students. They also emphasized
several points in response to questions about
how the war on terror is proceeding, the role of
the media and the use of torture.
"Military and media relations are important
in today's military," U.S. Army Col. Daniel L.
Baggio said. "The media is a business."
Baggio went on to say the media often
focuses on stones that will sell and usually do
not stay with a military unit for long, making it
difficult for them to get their story told.
Knickrehm agrees.
"One of the great things about democracy
is a free press," Knikrehm said. "People should
review a variety of media sources to try to get
the full picture of what is happening around
the world."
Many of those present agreed changes in
strategy must be made in order to adapt to the
evolving world of globalization and technology. "The world is different," U.S. Army Col.

Greg E Gross said. "We need to be proactive
rather than reactive."
U.S. Army Col. Joseph J. Frazier discussed
national security and the information age,
stressing military networks and computer systems all come from commercial America, theretore, he s.ivs terrorist have e.isv access to government data. Wood believes this new war is
different from the Cold War, where he believes
the former Soviet Union fought predictably and
conventionally.
On the contrary. Col. Wood said, "this war
has become a broader problem with asymmetrical threats." He also cautioned terrorists are
pursuing disruptive means to fight the United
States.
Many of the officers present believed persistence is important when it comes to fighting the war in Iraq. Having recently served
in Iraqi Freedom II in 2004, Marine Corps Lt.
Col. Pnilip C. Skuta was able to give a "bootson-the-ground perspective" of the war "As
the Iraqis stand up, we will stand down," he
said.

Ashcroft speech shows low turnout Flamingos flock
Advance tickets sold to a
mere 100 people at WSU-V
■v

AL

KAMI N

THE WASHINGTON POST

Washington State University-Vancouver folks were
puzzled last week when only 100 people bought advance
tickets for former Attorney General John Ashcroft's speech
on national security and civil liberties.
After all, last year's speaker, newly named Democratic
National Committee Chairman Howard Dean, sold out the
1,100 seats before the event.
The head of the WSU-Vancouver College Republicans
told the Oregonian of Portland it may be that Ashcroft, the
author of the controversial USA Patriot Act, "is not an ex-

citing character for a lot of people."

Well, he must be exciting to someone. He received a
$27,000 speaker's fee to address the school's fourth-annual Public Affairs Distinguished Lecture series, according to Carolyn Long, head of the school's public affairs
program. And that was substantially less than his usual
$60,000. With travel and other costs for receptions and
dinners, the tab came to about $36,000.
Dean's fee, she said, was only $17,000. Probably could
have been given more if he had promised to scream.
"We did an all-out blitz" to gin up interest among local
Republican Party folks and others. Long said. In the end,
about 700 showed. Of those, 225 paid the full $10,400 students were comped and 75 were VIPs. Several rows in the
back were roped off to make the room appear smaller.
A few dozen protesters were outside and one inside as
Ashcroft gave an address described by news accounts as
an interesting speech.
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As part of the Hunger Know* No Boundaries food drive. Community Service-Learning Is sponsoring "Clean
Your Plate" all this week, In order to measure the amount of food waste generated In dining halls.

to Rose's lawn
■Y COLLEEN PETTIE
CONTMUITINC WRITE*

The service fraternity Alpha Phi
Omega is working with Camp Unali
this weekend to raise money for children who have survived cancer and
those who have sickle cell anemia.
The two organizations will
put pink lawn flamingos in JMU
President Lin wood Rose's yard
April 21, and the decorations and
will remain there all weekend. A
donation of $5 for students and $10
for faculty will put a flamingo in
Rose's yard.
When asked why he chose to
help with this particular project.
Rose said, "Several students came
to see me, told me about their fund
raising efforts to support children
attending Camp Unali, and their
approach seemed like a
fun idea. Whv not? I am
sure the neighborhood
will enjoy it."
Jason Smith, an
APO alumnus who
graduated in December,
started Camp Unali in
memory of his father,
John Smith, who died of
Hodgkin's I.vmphoma at
age 49. Smith spent his lite
helping others through volunteer work and the younger Smith
wanted to carry on in his father's
footsteps. Unali, which means his/
her friends in Cherokee, gives
children an opportunity to
be social.
"Some of the kids may
be behind socially due |due to
home-schooling and being sick for so
long|,." Smith said. "It's important
for them to make friends and meet
other kids."
The goal for flamingo flocking
is to raise $1,200. This will send two
children to camp, as well as create
awareness and recognition within
JMU and the community, according
to Smith. Most kids wouldn't be able
to attend if it weren't free because of
medical bills and other expenses.
Their siblings can also attend.
Smith believes it is also important
to have families of cancer survivors
and children with sickle cell anemia
involved in camp activities. The
camp has year-ntund events such as

family weekend, bowling, matinee
Sunday movies, pizza social and
tnps to Redskins home games and
meeting the players afterward. All
the events .ire free lor the children
and their families. On average, about
40 to 50 people participate in these
events.
"Everything is free," Smith
said. "That's why things like
this |fund raiser| are so important. APO has been very helpful.
Without volunteers like this, we
wouldn't be able to do what we
do."
The next summer camp will
be July 2 to 8 for ages 7 to 16. The
children can participate in activities such as canoeing, fishing,
swimming, horseback riding, arts
and crafts, volleyball and more.
"They have the opportunity to
participate in camp activities and
travel," Smith said. "It's good for
them. Thev have been through a
lot."
APO and Camp Unali are working together on many projects
throughout the year. There
a dodgeball tournament this Saturday
to continue fund
raising efforts.
"We love to help
out any way w-e can with
this amazing camp," said
Lauren Russell, head of
APO fund raising.
"It's a great cause and
Jason and many other
members of the camp's
staff have put in so much
time and effort to put this
camp together for these kids,"
Russell said.
"Camp Unali is |ust amazing
and will hopefully continue to
grow, as long as we can continue
to raise money each year for it."
"When you're passionate about
something you don't care what
you have to do to make it happen,"
Smith said. "When you see the kids
having a great time, all the work
that went into planning has paid
off."
Contact Jason Smith at 4332474 for more information about
Camp Unali or how to make a
donation for a pink flamingo to
be placed in Dr. Rose's yard.
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RIDES: Despite setbacks, group hopes to
gain insurance for drivers by next year
RIDES, from front
"We're hoping thai hv reaching nonprofit
st.itus, local and national iponaori will be inImrttd in donating more because it'll be ,1 I.tx
write otl. Mid rXKUtiVt director Hr. I t',irul\n
Bradford
In the past year, the group hai ilao Iwn
adopted In the Health (enter and beoonw part
of the Office tor Health Promotion, which pro
\ kUl the group with NMUfCCa and supplies to
ranch its noali
One constant within the SateKides program
has been a dedication to (und raising
Wrcunvntlvhavea littleOver $1& 000/ Bradford said. "Because we cant currently drive, n e re
letting it sit in the bank and gather interest.''
To raise money SaltRiaca has held events
to get the |\ll lommunity involved with its
cause, holding such fund raisers suth as the I lot
Rod Hot Hod Date Auction as well as a Rock Off

the SaleRides equivalent to a battle of the
bands. I his continued support has helped contribute to SafeRides' ultimate goal — providing
rides for anyone in need of assistance on a Friday ur Saturday night.
Currently, SafeRides is working to reach
nonprofit status within the next year so the program can drive safely as soon as possible.
We've made a lot of really good renovations to our organization, not necessarily changing it, but improving it and making it better,"
Bradford said
Despite numerous setbacks, the members
remain onhnnMi.
"We have new General Body members — and
the] vi' helped us beOOrnt the best vet." Bradford
said It's really boosted our organization, and
this new blood has given us great new ideas."
Questions about the SafeRides Program can
be directed to jmu.S4feridesfxmail.com.

Harrisonburg OB/GYN Associates, PC
C. Lory Written, MO M. Catherine Slusher, MD Lou« E. Nelson ID. MD
Mfchaei J Bottioe*, MD Ma/toetti P. Loynee, MD
Sherry I. Mongold. FNP Catheme E Rrttenhoose. FNP

Now Accepting Appointments
Local (540) 434-3831
Tol Free (800) 545-3348

Monday - Friday B 30-5 00

LIPECUARDS NEEJ>BI>

FIRES: Beneficial to forest if contained
FIRES, from front
The fire occurred during "fire
season, which is in the spring,
because of all of the thunderstorms and high chance of lightening," Gordon said. "We've
also been in a drought recently
with dry conditions allowing it
to burn more intensely."
Throughout the five-day
blaze, the fire was monitored
through fire weather reports. "We
measured humidity, dew points,
moisture levels and fuel to moni-

No Certifications needed to applyl
TRAINING CLASSES
AVAILABLE NOW!
Certifications Include. Lifeguard. First AiO/CPR.
AED, Oxyflon & WmorPork Training
^_^_
Currently Certified - Now Hiring!

fire to transmit seeds, clean up
underground growth and open
up the ground floor to more
sunlight,"Gordon said. "It won't
even look like there was a fire in
the park later this summer"
The naturalness of the fires
is what attracts Gordon to working with them
"The most exciting part is being out there and seeing mothernature at its extreme," said Gordon. "It's also one of the few jobs
where you get paid to play."

PROTEST: Students demand living wage
PROTEST, from front
"Muddy Floor Report," detailing working conditions and
salanes of university workers.
L'.Va. has about 12,000 classified
employees, in addition to contracted employees.
Van Dyne said. The lowest paid |obs at the university
are predominately women and
people of color."
Me added that the salary figures were calculated based on
reports from the Economic Policv
Institute in Washington, D.C,
which outlines different costs of
living for US. cities.
Van Dyne said that the salary
which workers are currently being
paid is not enough for them to live
in t harlottesville. The average cost
of living in the United States has a
composite index of 100; Charlottesville earned a 105 J in 2004.
"A lot of workers alreadv

L«

meineke
car care center

Starting Pay $8.25/hr •*- Bonuses

tor its activity," Ciordon said.
In addition to the fire lines, helicopters dropped 400 gallons of
water from the Shenandoah River
every time they passed over the
Are. It was reported as contained
when rain showers added to the
efforts, a few days after it began.
Forest fires are positive and
necessarv natural occurrences "as
long as they are contained," Gordon said.
"Fire is very beneficial for the
forest as certain plants require

make that much, but a lot of
them don't," he said.
For classified employees at
JMU, which can include workers in housekeeping and facilities management, incomes are
comparable to those of U.Va. s..
According to documents on
income for classified employees
at JMU, most workers in custodial services and housekeeping
workers earn between $17,000
and $18,000 per year. Housekeeping team leaders make
around $20,000 per year.
With gruundskeeping employees and maintenance personnel such as trade technicians, depending on their level,
income varied from $18,000 to
about $36,000 per year.
At JMU's Office of Student
Employment, Job Ixxration Development Coordinator Denise
Meadows said the lowest an of-

fice or department can pay is minimum wage, which in Virginia is
$5.15 per hour. When it comes to
raising salaries, this number also
has to be considered.
"We haven't seen an increase
in the federal minimum wage,"
Meadows said. "They've tried
on many occasions in the state."
For the campaign at U.Va.,
Van Dyne said only the Board
of Visitors has the authority to
make changes with workers'
wages. After being in jail for
over 24 hours, students were released Monday afternoon after a
bond heanng.
Van Dyne said Casteen has
not been in contact with campaign
members since, but they are still
hoping to advance in their efforts.
"We want to make sure we
make some progress on the issue," Van Dyne said. 'This issue
Isn't simply going to go away."

RIGHT SERVICE. RIGHT PRICE.
HARRISONBURG ...1871 S. Main St

540-438-5858

(Comer ot R! 11 South and Poasanl Mill Rd besioe Sheetzt

Brakes • Exhaust • Shocks

Struts • Oil Change • fires
Tire Balancing • Wheel Alignment
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Starting a new job? Going to grad school? Traveling overseas?

PROVE YOU'VE HAD YOUR SHOTS!
The University Health Center recommends
that you request a copy of your

Immunization
Record
before graduation!

To request your records, please submit a signed,
completed Medical Records Release Form to
University Health Center, Medical Records,
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Release Form online at www.jmu.edu/healthctr.
Your request will be processed within 7 business days
of receiving the completed form.
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grammy.com/MuslCaras
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MacBook Pro is the first Mac notebook built on the powerful new Intel Core Duo
engine, the first to include a built-in iSight camera, and the first to feature Front Row
with Apple Remote - all elegantly engineered into a I-inch silver. It's the notebook
you've been waiting for, offering the biggest performance leap in mobile Mac history.

For more information visit the JMU Bookstore on campus or call 540-568-3989 or online at www.jmu.edu/bookstore.
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CREATING A NATIONAL
MODCL OF ENGAGED
LEARNING IN LEGAL
EDUCATION

EL ON UNIVERSITY
SCHOOL OF LAW
Opening in Greensboro - August 2006
Now accepting applications for the charter class.

web site: law.elon.edu
for complete information and online application
Toll free: (888) ELON-LAW ■ E-mail: law@elon.edu

i Emphases on total student
development, exceptional
legal knowledge and
skills, leadership and
civic involvement, and
international study

COME IN AND GET A CLUB CARD,
PURCHASE S BBQ COMBO MEALS
AND CET A FREE PIC T-SHIRT!
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Unique...
Gifts, Home Decor
and store mission!
Unique items handcrafted by skilled artisans in
over 30 countries who are paid a fair wage for
their work.
Jewelry, planters, instruments, tablecloths,
coffee, and much more!

I Learning experience* in the
area's leading law firms, federal
and state courts, businesses,
government agencies and
nonprofit organizations
I Home of the North
Carolina Business Court,
which handles business
litigation in the school's
courtroom and facilities
■ Partner with the American
Judicature Society's
Institute of Forensic
Science and Public Policy a
new national organization
located near the law school

9 Gift & Thrift Inc.
Nit. Clinton Pike, Harrisonburg
540.433.4880
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OPINION
Getting hitched for all the wrong reasons
■v

iwn cmtlM -ind one-night stands, the last two
STAFF WR/TEX
wars ol college — at least for the female population
of JMU — seems to be dedicated to the complete opIfs the charming delusion of the traditional
posite ii| that, finding their other match so they can
Amencan narrative that the population seems to board Noah's Ark to engagement after graduation
fall victim to: early engagement. The story contains
seems to become the priority. Lining up two-by-two
little complexity to the likes to sail the love boat to matrimony, although temptof great plays; although
ing, is often done for the wrong reasons. Dustin
TMM»MV vm
the premature couples
Hoffman, seduced by the infamous Mrs. Robiason
love is often compared
in 'The Graduate," explores the ideas of jumping
the strength and desire of
ship from the traditional narrative: yes, he's supRomeo and Juliet's, this is
posed to get married, get a fob to support the wife
more of a simplistic tale like "When Dick met Jane."
and kids, but what happens if there was no pressure
For instance: boy meets girl, girl likes boy, they date,
to pair off? What it we were all right with being by
court and go steady throughout their JML" careers
ourselves and not running to the altar?
and when the sound of graduation cheers begins to
Our expectation of what comes out of college:
emerge in early May — thaf s when it's time for the
finding the "one," the person that "lights our hre,"
wedding bells to start a-ringin'.
is all in vain. Boys, put down the gulden doughnut
IVrun' this: I'm a! L Kit . sweating my butt oft
with the shiny rock attached to it; running down the
on an elliptical I've waited over an hour for, when aisle and pulling a Britney Spears does not show the
a girl dressed in a white shirt and
world that you're in love. Think
sweats (all she's missing is the veil)
of the Kissing Rock and all those
gracefully pushes the doors to the
couples that dared to test the fate
cardio room open and is glow mg
of their love by planting a big one
with a special secret. Literally, there
on their partner's hopeful lips.
is a halo around this girl as she
Just how many of those couples
smiles at a knowing friend who is
an'still together today?
on the elliptical next to mine. The
Back to our slightly edited
mend runs off the calone-oounbng
(but still tragically true) tale at
machine to look her floating friend
UREC, the bride-to-be continued
in the eves: "He asked you, didn't
to bounce as her fnend Mttad
he?" she asked jumping up and
that she go with her to pick out
down like a monkey. Instead of a
the perfect dress "For sun-,'' the
veibal response, die angelic girl
llik\ thuk responded before she
thrusts her hand forward to reveal
skipped downstairs to lift weights,
a huge chunk of a rock. The two
no doubt trying to keep toned for
lump up and down ignonng the stares from felknv
the wedding Her Inend climbed back on the elliptiexercisers such as myself and discuss the details of cal next to mine and smiled "Let's see if they make it
the wedding. It will be on the beach. All of her fam
to the dress rehearsal," she said before returning to
ily is coming. His family will have to travel from the the daily sweat. "Well I hope she boards all nght," I
West Coast and the flower girl will be her 5-year old
responded. Hopefully, her and her mate-to-be will get
niece — the product of her of 25-year-old sister who on the voyage, depart safely and for the right reasons
was also engaged throughout college.
— graduation is only weeks away.
In the bubble society that we live, which praises
Sarali Delia is a freshman English and art history mathe usage of plasbc forks, disposable razors, throw- jor who Mutes that love is a battlefield, not a cruise ship.
SARAH DFI IA

Brian Goodman, Editor
breezeopmion® Hotmail £om
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Wal-Mart's creative new way to
get their hands on your money

Lining up twoby-two to sail the
love boat to matrimony, although
tempting, is often done for the
wrong reasons.

Wal-Mart.
They sell everything and have
worked throughout their existence
to make it the
official store of
Hotm
everyone. From
EMBORML produce to
underwear, from
CDs to tires, one
of the multiple Wal-Marts in your
area is the place to be if you don't
want to go anywhere else.
The superstore has an optometnst, a salon, a photo center,
a garden center, a gas station,
McDonald's and now perhaps, in
the near future, a bank.
I-ast July, the biggest corporation on earth went to the Federal
Deposit Insurance Corporation
in hopes of starting Wal-Mart

Bank. The application has drawn
over 3,600 letters of protest,
forcing the FDIC to hold a public
hearing for the first time ever.
The logic behind Wal-Mart's
bank bid is to make it cheaper
for the company to process debit
and credit card purchases. Right
now, every time someone uses
plastic tor payment, Wal-Mart
pays whichever bank sanctions
that plasbc a small fee to watch
over the money while it's being
transferred. The ever-thnfty
Wal-Mart wants to eliminate
this cost i>\ simply creating its
own bank. Potentially, this move
would save Wal-Mart between
SS and $10 million a year, according to Time. To make this appeal
to the public, Wal-Mart says the

savings will be passed on to its
customers.
Wal-Mart daims its bank
won't affect local banks, as it
intends to keep the entity in-house
and not set up ATMs across the
land. However, considering what
has happened to small businesses
when Wal-Mart comes to town,
this is on the side of quite unlikely.
Wal-Mart has a reputation for
mangling the competition and
leaving it in ruin. The corporation's "falling pnees" usually
land on local business owners.
And with the potential formabon
of Wal-Mart Bank, those prices
would put banks into their already
congested crosshairs; increasingly,
Wal-Mart that more resembles an
empire than a company.

The 'suffering Job' of immigration reform
B* BOBBY MCMAHON

n ma
When Congress returns from its version
of Spring Break, the main item on the agenda remains the immigration reform bill that
embroiled the legislature
in controversy these past
few weeks. While many
in Congress and the meWOMB*?
dia are focused simply
on the bill's passage or
failure (a few rather pessimistic
congressional
staffers have begun refernng to the bill as "Operation Dumbo Drop,"
in that passing this bill into law will be about
,i~ eas\ as safeh dnippmg an elephant out ol
an airplane), my crack team of investigators
and I are focused iastead on the effects of immigration reform on regular hard-working
Americans. To gain a better understanding of
the bill's likely consequence-,, we interviewed
Howard Whiteman, a resident of Kander
Falls, Ohio, whose life was turned upside
down by the last round of major immigration
reforms in the late 1990s. This is his story:
"I had a good job, beautiful family, a
shiny Lexus SUV in the garage and my eye
on a ruby-inlay swimming pool from the
Sharper Image. 1 was even about to make
p.irtner .it linker, I vers and Chance. I mean,
mlly, I had it all Ihen, those fat cats in
Washington had to pass that damn immigration bill (the formal title of "that damn
immigration bill" is the Campbell-Algar Immigration Restoration Omnibus Iftuieno
Act of 1997), and suddenly hundreds, maybe thousands, of Mexican lawyers swarmed
into Kander Falls with nothing more than
the S&K suits on their backs and a stack
of yellow legal pads in their hands. Those
Mexican lawwrs would work for nickels ,i
day doing the same |ob as we would, and
word got around that the higher-ups were
thinking about marking some 'changes.' One
month later, I found myself unemployed "
While immigrants from Mexico played an
important rolemWhiteman losing his jx^ition
.it linker, Fvers and Chance, immigrants fnim
Canada prevented him from finding employment .ill together. "I'm not gonna blame those
people from Mexico for everything, because
half the problems started when those Canadians , .nne to town. Those Anne Murray-loving
Canucks took over everything: doctor's offices, operating rooms, laboratories, think tanks,
you name it. Meanwhile, the Americaas in
town couldn't find work, couldn't pay the second mortgage on their time-shares, couldn't
buy Cedar Point season passes, |ust awful. I
looked all over town, but do you know howhard it is for an accomplished lawyer of fifteen
years to find a |ob in his pay scale? Do you?
U*t that one simmer on the stove for a bit."

Lmtmrx

mWmmm
I:-mat darts and pals to

bnradpC-kidniirojn.
Darts A Pai\ are submitted anon\mou\l\ and printed on a spat e-asailable basis.
Submissions are based upon one person i opinion of a given situation, person Of
esent and do mil necessaritt reflect the truth

A "not-everyone-a>nsiders-it-an-lx»nor" dart to the JML Fnglish
department for thinking that all students would want to wear a shirt
advertising "SID."
From a frustrated tophomort who toon the fad that site's an English
major and wishes she could hare a shirt slur could wear with pride.

A "resurrecting-the-spmt-of-May-1%8" pat to the 17 U.Va. students who would rather be arrested than end their 11>-Ht tor | living
wage for univcrsit\ employees
From a fMU senior who blOM our own unnrrsity's hard-u\>rkmg
employee* also deserve a salary they can live on.

A "Cupid's-not-the-only-one-with-arrows-that-pterce-theheart' dart to the idiots who walk across the Hillside field as
the Archery learn practices.
From a frustrated archer who knows that if you walk in front of
the target, you implicitly become Ihe target, and does not want to
spear you (most of the time).

An "... and-the-award-tor-most-incoasiderate-guests-goes-to..."
dart to the ignorant freshmen who thought it was more important
to eat and talk through the lecture of the Sudanese refugee talking
about starvation and genocide.
From two disgusted junior girls who weren't there for witness
passport stamps, and feel that your time would hai<e been better spent
with your mouths shut.

A |.»v-comcs-in-small-packages" pat to the JMU community
for their help in the search for my Chihuahua after she got out
during a car accident.
From a distraught senior who finally found Maeby the next day off of
Port Republic Road.

A "what-was-I-doing-with-my-life?" dart to myself and all the
other graduating seniors who haven't submitted a dart or a pat in
our time at JMU.
From a senior who ;s graduating in two weeks and has meant to write
a dart or pat at some point.

U»sing his job became the least of White- d<H>rknobs door-to-door, although most of the
man's worries, as his family began to feel the
residents of Kander Falls were forced either to
str.im of the immigrant influx. "We loM even novtOf to commit seppuku, a highly ntualisthing" Whiteman said. "My children were cut bc method of suidde popular in feudal japan.
from their lOOOB team because they couldn't
Almost 10 years later, Whiteman and his
compete with the Mexicans, and then couldn't
family have finally put their lives back to
make the hockey team
gether, and to this day,
because of the CanadiWhiteman
to
., .
ii
i (
i
"luinnan holds
noias on 10
ans. We couldn't watch
/ mean, really, I had his fading v>s,on «f the
Toby Keith on television
because our cable comge
pany dropped CMT and
what we wish for evenSpikeTV and replaced
tually, in one way or anthem with Telemundo
other. When I was sevand L'ruvision. I couldn't
en, I wished and prayed
even buy a hamburger
each day for a pony to
This is Amenca, gosh
appear below my beddam it, and a littie part
room window, and last
of a man dies when he can't dnve into town
week, a Canadian Mounbe rode into my yard
and buy a hamburger. It's just not nght."
and let his horse drop a big one on my lawn
Eventually, things became so bad that gnome, I guess I've learned that Amenca is .1
Whiteman and his family had to sell their Lexplace where dreams come true."
us SUV for a pre-owned BMW. "That's when
hobby McMahon is a senior political sciI knew we hit rock bottom," Whitman said.
ence major, and ranks "Operation Dumbo
"That's the only day in my life I've ever cried."
Drop" as the No. 1 film featuring Doug E.
Whiteman eventually found work, Faffing
Doug and Ray Liotta together.

it all. Then, those fat

cats in Washington
had to pass that damn
immigration bill..."
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'Animal Rights BBQ* as off-color as is offbeat
I am writing in regard to the "Animal Rights BBC"
which, amwding to the sponsoring JML College Republicans' Web site, is being held April 23 "in honor
■
of those hard-working animals."
Ll III Us TO
Whafs next — a human rights
Ivnching? I may be a member of
IMI EDITOR the JML Animal Rights Coalition,
but any organization's members
would take such a blatant In\ uili/.itiun of their cause
personally. Umbrage aside, I feel this is an indicator t>l
the extent to which this issue is misunderstood.
1 realize that the issue of animal rights is to some
a little ridiculous. This is partly due to the over-generalijatntn thai equates paint-can totong extremism
nimal advocacy. A 1995 Associated Press poll
I two-thirds of participants in agreement that
<glit to live free of suffering should be just as
ant for animals as for humans. If this is true,
Js the term "animal rights" really such a mar^H*ispt?lsit fair io dismiss it offhand before at
■ H >ki ng al the facts? Animals are cruelly raised,
land butchered in grossly inhumane conditions
T die sake ,>t our appetites.
Denial din's wonders for those who don't
want to know about the things they put in their
mouths. Nevertheless, perhaps humility is a
smarter stance than self-righteousness, particularly for a group that preaches "sanctity of life."
If not for the sake of compassion or reason, then
for the sake of not being caught with our feet in
our moulds. Belittling animal rights in the interest of humor betravs a lack of respect for the
misunderstood, like those jokes you near that reduce all Republicans to idiots .tint jerks because
it's easy*4o get away with and it's funny. The realit\ is that we won't understand Republicans or
animal rights by taking that approach.
I a red Prunty
senior philosophy and psychologv major

Religious holidays don't warrant time off
In response to Thursday's editorial on not
getting an Raster break, 1 whole-heartedly

agree with the school's decision not to have
an Easter holiday. Why should we get out for
a solely Christian holiday when other religions
and cultures' major holidays are not given the
same treatment? Yom Kippur, for example, is
the holiest of Jewish holidays, yet |MU does not
close. On the Chinese New Year we sit in class
and learn )ust like every other day. So, whv do
you feel that your day warrants a school doa*
ing over any other? I would also like to point
out that as a publicly funded institution, JML
cannot close for purely religious holidays M
mandated by the separation of church and
state. However, JMU does provide you with an
opportunity that allows you as an individual
to take religious days off, penalty free. So, in
the future, I suggest that you stop complaining,
when you already have your other hofldtyfl on
In1 Christmas). Take your own initiative to
miss classes and eat chocolate bunnies.
Matthew Wolf
freshman pre-CS major

Inaccurate translations are 'egotistical' injustices
As a fellow student and member of the JML)
community, I saw it as my duty to inform all my
peers and faculty about some interesting material I came upon. As part of a project for my English »lass, I decided to translate, evaluate and
analyze some texts and poems by Pablo Neruda
that were presented in class. Pablo Neruda was
a Chilean Nobel Laureate and one of the most
influential pm-tsof our time. 1 eventually discovered inconsistencies within the translations.
The translator was Ben Belitt, a renowned
poet himself, but somewhat criticized for his
translations. As I read main of the poems, 1
came upon several sentences that even though
conveyed a similar meaning, had been modified
into different words and phrases. After transl.it
ing the poems myself, I came up with a very diflerenl text than that of BYlittV I am no poet, but
living in Peru my whole life helped.
I researched and came up with interesting
results. Belitt seems to change whole sentences,

FORM MTIlIItt
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putting them in his own words in an attempt to
retain the actual meaning 1 encountered an aany
written by Clayton Eshleman titled "The Translator 1 I go I \h It-man argues that, "Belitt imposes
his own poetic voice onto the Spanish text, calling
it the translator's ego.'' Me also points out how
Belitt uses his own mannerisms tweaking the real
meaning ol the texts and imposing his pafaOMl
view. This consolidated my theory of an inconsis
tent and personal translation.
The Third World differs in many ways to the
Hrtt v\orld, so how is it possible for an American writer to pick apart a sentence which is trying to convey a person's harsh survival circumstances, rearrange it using his own words and
still convey the same meaning and emotion that
Neruda was trying to express? It just doesn't
work. I am not criticizing anyone; I am just trying to express the true difficulty of teaching and
understanding certain texts that are composed
under totally different circumstances than those
who read it find themselves in.
|uan Ignacio l.abarthe
junior international business and international
affairs major

Editorial policies
Responses to all articles and opinions
published in The Breeze are welcome and
encouraged Letters should be no longer than
250 words, must Include a phone number
for verification and can be e-mailed to
breezeopinion@hotmail com or mailed to MSC
6805 G1. Anthony-Seeger Hall, Harnsonburg.
VA 22807 The Breeze reserves the right to edit
all submissions for length or grammatical style
The house editorial reflects the opinion of the
editorial board os a whole, and is not necessenly
the opinion of any individual staff member of Tha
Breaze
Editorial Board
Matthew Stoss editor in chief
Carte White, managing editor
Bnan Goodman opinion editor
The opinions in this section do not necessarily
reflect the opinion of the newspaper, this staff, or
James Madison University
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Various Houses
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Reservoir St. and JMs.

5 Bedrooms, I Bath
Water Included In rent
Walk to campus

Prices Starting at $183.33 per Person. Leases Beginning in June, July OR August.
COME TO JIFFY LUBE FOR
YOUR NEXT OIL CHANGE.

$5 OFF
Jiffy Lube Signature Service18' Oil Change
(withJAC card)
Bong m ttws coupon and get $5 °° off your next oil change al your nearest participating Jiffy Lube"
Come in every 3.000 miles tor a Jiffy Lube Signature Service* Oil Change
rhV. coupon /. only nM/Mfn.b1. .r m. Jiffy Lubm ml 1870 £..r «.r*.r SI, Htnitonbunj, VA,

Jiffy Lube Signature Service* Oil Change

No appointment necessary
' FREE top oft on your way home*
\ if. HM t mi tea ".". i i
history of your J*ffy Lube sarvtca

$29.99
less i^SQ_(<//llhJACcard)
$24.99
Not vahd with other often Jtfly t ube and Jrfty tub* S-gnalura
Service" aie regtsleied trademarks ol Jifty Lube InlernahonaJ tnc
C20O4 SOPUS Products Al rights reserved

1870 East Market Street
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Tin- Well-Oiled Machine

across from Va/tey Mall
Harrisonburg, VA 22801
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Do more this summer at NOVA!

• Get ahead in your studies
• Tackle a tough course
• Explore a new subject
-^

>

• Advance your career

Enroll now! Classes start May 15 and June 27.
Salt money! Virginia residents pay only $81.')8 a credit.

Northern Virginia Community College
wtvw.nvcc.edu

703-323-3000

VCU School of Social Work
Takn y
rial future to th* next level with
a Master of Social Work from a top ra

k

program in Northern Virginia Virginia Commonwealth
University's School of Social Work
a proven national
leader in social work education rooted In the realities
of life. Our professors write the textbooks; our graduates
urn change.

Changing (he world one student
dent at a time

i
1

!

. We offer:
• Empnasis on studenttacuitv
• fcxiensive i
• La*
nig classes
• Convenient location, easy Metro access: tree on site parting
Upcoming on-art* information sessions
Monday, Jan 23, 2006
Wednesday, f eh 22. 7006
Wednesday. March 22. 2006
Thursday. April 20. 2006
Wednesday May 17,2008
Registration not required, all sessions are from 5:30 to 7 p m.
2006 07 application deadline: Feb 1
°
For more information:
Ftp VWVWVMJ eduAwniswnova
Virginia'Commonwealth University
Northern Virginia Master of Social Work Program
6295 Edsalt Road
Alexandria. Virginia 22312
Phone: (7031 823 4133
E-mail: irockwood@vcu.edu
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SUPER CROSSWORD
(AMP JINX
ACROSS
I Obscene
5 Vino tenter
9 Hydrotherapy site
12 Advanced deg
I 5 "The Scrtwtape Lei
ters" monogram
18 Concept
19 An Everly brother
20 Shape
22 Chou En- 23 "The King and I"
setting
24 Bakery display
25 Supermodel Warren
26 Pantry pest
27 Camper's comment
31 Munch on a mango
32 Bom
33 Tyrant
35 She got an A in
literature
39 Slap on
41 Seafood selection
45 81 Acmss' nver
46 - breve
47 Vientiane's nation
49 Oernian philosopher
51 Transmit electntnically
52 Camper's comment
*8 Serling or Steiger
V> Iroop grp
6(1 "There atheists in the
foxholes"
61 Way up
64 "Man biles dog." e.g.
66 "You can - horse to
69 Hardware item
70'70 Jackson 5 hit
7 t Cunper*fl comment
78 "- whiz!"
79 Baby bovine
XI loan of Arr «ite
82 Perry's creator
83 Beethoven symphony
86 Dehbes opera
89 - de la Cite
90 Mimic
93 Camper's comment
98 Honest name
lOOI.ucitcr
101 Learning method
102 Weft's opposite
103 Remora'shost
105 Musical symbol
107 Word form for •
"equal"
108 Amontillado. e.g.
110 Table (I'll I - Graces, NM
113 Cry of satisfaction
114 Camper's comment
126 Herd word
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127 Esteemed
128 Oeraint's lady
129 Praise passionately
130 Caravansary
131 Venezuelan river
132 "Heavens to Betsy'"
133 Congregational
comeback
134 Order
135 Clencal abbr
136 - diem
137 Say it isn't so
138 Ebb
DOWN
1 Acton Vima
2 Touch up the text
3 Disaccustom
4 Knight's wife
5 Enter the picture
6 Haberdashery buy
7 Row
8 "Casablanca" character
9 Tantrum
10 Western bands
11 Again.t
12 Ms. Falana
13 "To Sir with Love"
singer
14 Pull
15 Taxonomisi's job
16 "Evil Ways" group
17 Illuminated
21 Word with take or
hang
28 Center of gravity''
29 Like some pools
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30 Colorado native
34 Smith or Stout
35 Salon concern
36 Admiral Zumwalt
37 Coasted
38 Highlander's hat
19 Ginfer<
40 "Star Trek" android
42 Dayton denizen
43 Aspin or Baxter
44-trip
45 Open an envelope
48 Cave man?
50 Pulver's rank, abbr
53 Paul of "Scarface"
54 Secondhand
55 "It's Never" ("60
smash)
56 Lollapalooza
57 Large tub
62 Regret
63Sault Marie. Ml
63 (\n
67 Casino cube
68 Lofty spaces
70 Parker of football
71 Saloon
72 Nearby
74 Louisiana university
75 Tolerate
76 "- Want for Christmas"
('50 tune)
77 Require
80 Fiver
84 Barrel
85 Alias initials
87 Certain Communist
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The Sunchase Clubhouse is 5400 square feet of fun!
Complete with a big screen TV, stereo system, and game tables.
Available everyday until midnight and can be reserved for private get togethers.
Take the virtual tour online at www.sunchase.net today!
Contact us for more Information

5*0-^2-^800

Its

99"-Junction" <'56 film)
104 Actor Stephen
106 Wans lining
108 Inferior
109 Producer Prince
112 Passion
113 Oriental
115 Adventurer llcyerdahl
116 Irritated
117 Part of UCLA
118 Negative prefix
119 Parachute invasion
120 Take into account
121 "Bus Stop" playwright
122 Tie
123 Dalai 124 Kitchen appliance
125 Passed-on item
126 Pinafore part
Si t Iml.is '%
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?ooi Tables, Foosball *Big Screen TV-,

OH MY(

V* VI

88 Newts
90 Way over yonder
91 Engine sound
92 Discern
94 Catchall abbr
95 Marchiano or Minco
96 Rock's - Speedwagon
97 Be ohUgtfed
98 Hibachi residue
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SPORTS
Bishop,
Marino
lead golf in
CAAs
PINEHURST, N.C — The
JMU women's golf team took
fourth place, while the JMU
men's team brought home third
in the Colonial Athletic Avsociahon championships last weekend in North Carolina.
Ine Dukes' women's team
was bested by medal-winner
(.Georgia State, runner-up UNCWilmington and Richmond.
(.Georgia State finished with a
team score of 929, UNC-VV with
951 and Richmond shot a 960.
Junior Kiley Bishop led the.
I Hikes shooting a 79 - 75 - 81
— 235 to place sixth overall (in a
held of 45) on the 5,944 yard, par
7! Pinehurst \o hj'.oh u»urse.
Usbcth Meincke of Georgia
State won the individual medal
shooting 78-72-70 — 220, while
her teammate (oanna Klatten
grabbed second place shooting
76-76-78 — 230.
Junior Diana Meza contributed for the Dukes with an eighthpl.io- hnish shooting 82-77-78
— 237.
Georgia Slate also snatched
first plaa' in the men'sCAA tournament. It was the Panther- tirst
CAA title in any sport in their
inaugural season as a member of
the conference.
Virginia
Commonwealth
aLso finished in front of the JMLI
men's golf team.
Georgia State shot a team
score of 871. VCU shot an 893
and JML rounded out the top
three with a 903.
Madison sophomore Scott
M a ri no
hadatwostnike in
dividual
k-ad alter
the first
round
with an
eagle
and three
birdies.
hut tell |p
third (in
Marino
I held of
55) shooting a 68 - 81 - 76 — 225.
Marino, who was named to the
All-CAAsecond team last Friday,
finished in a tie for eighth place
with UNC-Wilmingtnn's Will
Schambley.
Mark Haastrup, the 2006
CAA Rixikie of the Year for Georgia State, captured the individual medal tallying a 71) - 75 - 69
— 214.
The Dukes are teeing off
again next Saturday at 8 a.m. in
the Rutherford Invitational at
University Park, Pa.
— from staff reports

John CJallc, Editor
Brian Hanscn, Editor
breeze sports @ hotmail.com
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Slammed in ninth

On the
road again

Richmond belts
grand slam to
hand JMU loss

JMU to travel to
'Big Apple' for
next CAA bout

sv

■y

WHITNEY PROFHTT

COSTKIBUTISC WRJTER

JMU junior right-hander
Bobby Lasko loaded the bases
in the top of the ninth inning
and gave up a grand slam to
Richmond's designated hitter
Alex Wotring as the JMU baseball team dropped a non-conference game 13-10.
"That was embarrassing,"
IMU coach Spanky McFarland
said. "It was
one of the
worst losses
of the season. Tuesday
We go from UR
13
playing great JMU
10
fast weekend
to this."
JMU took an early lead in
the first with four hits by the
first four batters, including
senior catcher Matt Sluder's
fourth home run of the year.
His three-run homer put the
Diamond Dukes up 4-0 through
one inning.
"I felt great about it," Sluder
said. "It's a lot more satisfying
with people on base. It was nice
to be able to get us up early."
JMU continued its dominance in the second inning when
senior second baseman Michael
Cowgill hit a two-run home run,
helping the Diamond Dukes
cruise to a 6-0 lead over the Spiders. Cowgill's home run tied
the school's career home run record at 36.
Madison freshman left-hander Justin Wood, who started for
the Diamond Dukes, pitched
well until he was taken out in
the fifth in favor of senior righthander Patrick Riley. Wood
pitched four innings, allowing
three hits and only one run.
Riley, who struggled and
never made it out of the fifth
inning, allowed three hits and
two more runs for the Spiders
to make it 6-3. Sophomore lefthander Trevor Kaylid finished
the fifth for JMU.
"Our relievers have been
beat up on all .year," McFarland
said. "They're timid and not attacking the zone or being aggressive. We should have never
given up seventeen hits. That's
discouraging."
JMU senior first baseman
Nate Schill said, "We had trouble getting ahead of batters. We
had a lot more walks than we
should have."
Kyle Damm came in for
Richmond in the bottom of the
fifth and slowed JMU's offen-

BRIAN HANSEN

SPORTS EDITOR

JMU threatened to make a
comeback in the bottom of the
ninth after Richmond's Andrew
Justice lost the ball in the sun
and gave up a double to I'M
mond Dukes left fielder, senior
Matt Bristow. But with runners
on second and third with no
one out, Mitchell Moses struck
out and Michael Cowgill hit
into a double play when nght
fielder Matt McKenna threw

The JMU Diamond Dukes
will travel to Hempstead, N.Y.,
this weekend to take on the Pride
of Hofstra in a Colonial Athletic
Association showdown.
JMU (25-14. 14-4) hopes
to take three more conference
games and gain ground on conference rival Old Dominion. The
Diamond Dukes trail ODU by
two games in the conference.
"Every conference game is
big," junior right-hander Travis
Miller said. "You can't take a team
lightlv or it could hurt you in the
end."
The Pride is certainly one of
those teams JMU has to take seriously. Hofstra (14-23-1, 5-13) has
struggled this year but will look to
enjoy the spoiler role they've been
playing of late
Their overall record isn't very
good, but they're capable of playing some good baseball," JMU
coach Spanky McFarland said.
"They've been able to steal a couple of games against some guys in
our conference."
The Pnde opened the season
0-12 before notching its first win
of the season against Dartmouth.
But they have proven a tough
team to beat in conference play
winning road games at CAA powers UNC-Wilmington and Virginia
Commonwealth along with at William & Mary while winning home
games against Georgia State and
conference leader ODU.
All three games against the
Monarchs were decided by two
runs or less including a 12-inning
3-2 loss.
'They're always a scrappy
team, no matter what their record
is," Miller said. 'They play with
passion and they play everyone
tough."
Hofstra is coming off a sweep
at the hands of Delaware last
weekend but rebounded Tuesday
with an tt-2 victory against Stony
Brook.
'They're not a team for us to
let down on." senior first baseman
Nate Schill said. "We haveto go up
there and play the game we're capable of playing.'
rhe Diamond Dukes enter
the series in second place in the
division after sweeping Cieorge
Mason last weekend at home.
Madison won that series by doing what it has done so well all
season, big hitting and solid
pitching.

see SLAM, page 12

see TRIP, page 12

Baseball

BVIN SHOAP-ietuoe photographer
Ssnior catcher Matt Sluder hrt hit fourth homer of the season In the first Innlnc, drivm* In
three runs off the shot. Sluder went 2 for 4 on the day wrth two runs scored In the loss.
sive attack, allowing the Spiders to escape the next two
innings without the Diamond
Dukes scoring. Damm's pitching allowed the Spiders to get
back in the game.
Richmond took the lead in
the seventh, by scoring three
runs, but JMU quickly responded in the bottom half of
the inning.
With the bases loaded, junior outfielder Mitchell Moses hit a soft ground ball to

Spiders shortstop Victor Croglio, who short hopped the
throw to first baseman, Joe
Mahoney, allowing two runs
to score. This was the hrst of
two errors that allowed four
Diamond Dukes' runs in the
bottom of the seventh.
Going into the ninth, the
Diamond Dukes held the lead
10-9. However, at the top of
the inning Woltring smashed
his grand slarn, putting the
Spiders up 13-10.

Haller makes surgical comeback
Sophomore
returns from
brain surgery
IV CAROUNL MOKKIS
STAFF MUTTER

LVAN DYSON/;**' <»».

In |u»l flva weak* after undergoing brain surgery, sophomore
midfielder Emily Haller returned to the field for the Dukes.
After talking with coach Kellle Young, Haller decided she
wanted to return Instead of applying for a medical redshlrt.
She played In the U.Va. scrimmage the day she was cleared.

A scar on her head, hidden
by her blonde hair and a helmet
she wears when she plays an?
the only signs of what sophomoiv lacrosse player Emily
Haller went through lobe on the
held this season
Just five
weeks
af- LelCTOSM
ler having
brain
surgery, Haller returned to the field
to play nudheld for the JMU
women's lacrosse team.
"She di*«>n't draw attention
to herself," JMU coach Kellie
Young said. "She doesn't want
to be treated special. Ifs just
something she's had to live with
her whole life."
The
midfielder
from
Fallston, Md., has been dealing with problems in her left
ear since she was three. She's
had a total of eight surgeries in
attempts to nd her of a sac of
cells, known as Cholesteatoma,
that can continually regrow and
carry infection. She's had tubes
put in her ears, a prosthetic bone
inserted and reconstructive sur11 r\ in .ittemptrostopregrowth
0J the tells and to help her with
substantial heanng loss.
Nothing had been as severe,
however, as what doctors at
Johns Hopkins University Hospital found when she visited

them over Winter Break.
'The bone between my ear
canal and my brain was actually
eroded," Haller said. "So my
brain was actually sitting in my
ear canal. I li.it was a really big
risk, because if I were to get sick
or have an infection, it would go
straight to my brain."
An emergency surgery was
scheduled for Jan. 13, where doctors once again deaned out the
Cholesteatoma and removed the
prosthetic bone. "Ihev took a piece
of her skull and, using two metal
plates to hold the skull bone in
Sice, created a barrier between
r ear canal and her brain.
Haller describes this incredible surgery as if she had |ust
returned from a routine cleaning
at the dentists. She maintained
the same level of calm when she
broke the news of her ftjtusjkal
to her coach and teammates.
"I"here was certainly a level
of shock and I don't want to
say fear, but rust sort of anticipation of what one of my players was going through," toung
said about the phone call she
received from I taller over break.
"As it got closer and closer to the
date, that's when the fear started
to set in, but I kept hearing the
strength in her and obviously I
had faith in the* doctors working
with her that everything would
be OK."
Haller returned to school a
week-and-a-half after the surgery and immediately started
rehab.
"Her recovery was basically
about Emily and who she is,"
Young said. "It really has less to
do with her lacrosse skills and
more about her attitude and pav

sion for the sport. She had done
so much work this summer and
also over winter break prior to
finding out about her situation
that physically, her body was
ready to return."
Haller sat out a month of
practice, but continually worked
with the trainers to keep up her
leg strength.
The day she got cleared, we
got her helmet and she got on
the field," Young said.
That day lust happened to be
the Dukes' scrimmage against
the University of Virginia. Haller
returned to the field after having
been absent for over a month
and scored a goal against the
Cavaliers.
"It was truly just a relief to
see her back and to know that
she was okay," Young said. "It
WSJ Innn that point on that we
were like 'OK, how do we get
VIRI back to where you weft,
Haller said, "It's been harder
coming back than I thought it
would be, but I think a lot t>f it
has been psychological. It hasn't
been a huge obstacle, but ifs
definitely something that has
kind of slowed me down a little
bitYoung estimates that Haller
is at about 75 percent of where
she was before she left for surgery, and about 100 percent
compared to where she was last
year As of Wednesday she had
scored nine goals and picked up
two assists.
"I can't explain how smooth
this has all gone, and I think
th.it's ,i testament lo I mil\ s
character and our team knowing and believing in her and
each other," Young said.

Rams hire
new coach
RICHMOND — Less then a
week after losing former coach Jeft
Capel to Oklahoma, Virginia Commonwealth has pegged Anthony
Grant as their new men's basketball
coachGrant served as an assistant
coach for 10 years on Billy Donovans hlonda Gators staff, who won
tins year's national championship.
"Bnnging in Anthony Grant
a national champion, to lead our
men's basketball program is very
exciting," departing VCU Athk-tic
Director Dr. Richard Sander said
in a press release. "His addition to
VCU positions us for greatness "
At Florida, Grant served as
Donovan's top aid in all aspects of
coaching, including recruiting, onfloor coaching, scouting and practice planning. He has plaved a key
role in recruiting nine McDonald's
All-Americans and fciur first round
NBA draft choices.
"I am very excited to be here at
VCU," Grant said in a press release.
"There is an obvious commitment
on behalf of the administration to
athletics and men's basketball in
particular."
VCU returns three starters fn*n
last year's team that finished sixth
in die Colonial Athletic Association
with an H-7amferrrtce record.
— jTom stoff repwts
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Because big brother's on the "Van Wilder" plan.

He's burned through his college fund and most of yours.
Extend your savings and cover up to 100% of your education
costs with a Campus Door student loan, featuring online
approval in less than a minute.
Write that down.

www.campusdoor.com
HHHHH
Like this poster? Download your own

CAMPUSDOOR'

.YOUR

TUITION

ion at campusdoor.com/postors
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arts *.V entertainmenl

Travel through
the town's arts
Harrisonburg 's downtown Museum and
Gallery Walk offers a taste of culture
■v

CARA PUGLIESE

THE BREEZE
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COWTR/BIIT7NC WRITER

Ifs a common complaint at JMU. Many students want to
spend time outside in the warm spnng weather, but have trouble finding something local, interesting and inexpensive to do.
However, this Friday, April 21 from 4 p.m. to 8 p.m., students
need look no further for low-cost run than downtown Harrisonburg's Museum and Gallery Walk.
Those who have participated in
previous Museum and Gallery Walks
agree — the event is unlike any othART er in the Valley. 'The streets 01 HarPREVIEW risonburg come alive with the arts,"
said Julie Fox, JMU student organizer
working with the Harrisonburg-RockWHAT:
ingham Chamber of Commerce for
Museun and Galery Walk the event.
The event is a walking tour of
the arts through the historic downFriday, Apnl 21 at 4 p.m. town section of the city. Many local museums, galleries, restaurants and shops will participate
in the Walk to provide the Valley's
Downtov*i Harrisonburg dtiCtlU with a taste of culture and
the arts. There is no cost for admission and attendees are free to
travel through the venues in any
order and at their own pace. Maps can be found at the
Hardesty-Higgins House at 212 S. Main St.
Live music will be performed at various locations
throughout the Walk and will include the sounds of the
JMU Saxophone Quartet, the EMU Jazz Combo and the
Peartree Recorder Ensemble. As for art exhibits, the JMU
student-run gallery, art Works, will feature paintings and
installation work by Lauren Childs, a senior art major. "My
work is about exploring a feminine perspective toward artmaking that incorporates textiles to simulate artificial realities," Childs said of her exhibit. Other venues .'eaturing
art displays include New Image Gallery, Citizens Against
Sexual Assault, Shenandoah Bicycle Company, Blue Ridge
Design Studio and Virginia Quilt Museum.
In addition to music and art provided by the community, the Museum and Gallery Walk will also feature
dining and shopping at reduced prices and discounts
Luigi's Pizza Company is offering a buy one entree,
get one free special and Downtown Wine and Gourmet
will be providing a wine tasting. Rocktown Yarns and A
Touch of the Earth will both be providing shoppers with
20-percent discounts and James McHone Antique Jewelry and Laughing Dog Productions will each be offering
15-percent discounts. Many of the locations on the Walk
will also provide refreshments such as beverages, fruit
and popcorn to participants.
In total, nearly 30 locations in downtown Harnsonburg
will participate in the Walk, showcasing art, music and culture.
"James Madison University students should come out and enjoy the beautiful spring weather and explore the visual arts in
Harrisonburg's historic downtown cultural district," said Fox

%

BY CARRIE TEICHERT

CONTR/Bt/T/,VC WRITER
Energy ran high and enthusiasm was
booming through the roof of the UPB office
as 80 One Records signed their second artist,
Eddie Cain Irvin.
Irvin, a junior religion major, has just
been signed JMU's label, 80 One Records,
last Wednesday. A native of Buffalo, N.Y.,
Irvin began his musical career at the young
age of 5, gliding his fingers across the piano,
which remains his primary instrument. He
has since explored his musical talent on
everything from the saxophone and guitar to
vocals and bass, and he is currently strengthening his skills on the drums.
Part of what adds to Irvin's talent is his
ability to write his own songs. One of his first
experiences with recording his own music
started on a childhood favorite, Talk Boys.
With age and technology advancements,
Irvin began to
use computer
programs
to "multitrack" his
work.
Although
music
and

I

writing songs is his passion, even someone as talented as Irvin faces
challenges along the path to success. To overcome bumps in the road
see IRVIN. pap 5

Carefree spending can lead to trouble
Shopping addictions,
money issues can cause
problems for students

Students learn
Arab language

sv

LAURA BECKER

CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Arabic has an estimated 186 million
native speakers, and is now on its
way to becoming a new JMU club
BY RACHEL BISMOT
WHITER

covTR/aunwc

Interested in learning about the Arabic language and
culture? No room in your schedule for Arabic classes?
Look no further than the Arabic Club. Not yet recognized
as a club by JMU, though it will be this fall, the Arabic Club
wants to break misconceptions people might have about
the Arab world.
According to the club's president junior Sarah Abubaker,
"We act like we know more than we do. North Africa and the
Middle East are so important, and we need to stop bad decisions
over there and educate people."
Arabic is spoken in 24 countries, including Egypt, Sudan, Syria, Lebanon, Palestine, Jordan, the United Arab
Emirates, Saudi Arabia and Iraq. Many people learn the
language for religious purposes, but knowing Arabic can
also come in handy with teaching, business, nonprofit organizations, the military and other government jobs like embassies and the CIA. Arabic isn't as hard to learn as many
may think.
"It's phonetic," says Arabic and French professor Oui|dane
Absi. "What you say, you write. It's one of the most logical languages. There's a reason for everything." Learning the alphabet
is the hardest part, but everyone agrees the language is a lot easier than people think
The Arabic program seems to be very successful. The teacher, Ms. Absi, is great with the students, she makes the students
love the language," said head of the foreign language department Giuliana Fazzion. "She will also be teaching Arabic in Mav
sessions, offenng the intense first year Arabic. I am sure Arabic
will continue to be famous and get stronger."
The Arabic club meets every other Tuesday for movies or
food or other fun activities, focusing on spreading the culture.
Next fall, once they are officially recognized as a club, they
plan to have frequently have speakers speakers educate the
club.
The Arabic Round Table, a separate entity from the club,
meets every Thursday in Market One to practice speaking Arabic. Even students who know very little about the language can
leam a lot from the experiemv.
Arabic classes are currently offered through the university through the intermediate level. There's also the summer intensive program that combines Arabic 101 and 102 so
students can enter the intermediate level in the fall. Arabic,
though rapidly growing in popularity, is not yet available
as a major or minor, but will reach minor status in fall 2007,
and major status in the near future.

JIJAN BIALET sugptulonritpher

Rocker Irvin signed his contract with 80 One Records last
He will release his debut album next fall.

photo illutmaum b\ AARON STfcWAK

Shop 'til you dropl But be careful not to over
spend your savings.

With 44,000 shopping centers spread
out over the United States, it is no wonder that Americans view shopping as not
only part of a "to do" list, but also as part
of their social calendar. What do people
do when they have nothing planned for
the day? Hit the malls.
For JMU students, the Valley Mall at
least has college-student staples: American Eagle, the Gap, Express, Hot Topic
and Pacific Sunwear, and there are plenty
of thrift shops and consignment stores to
explore. However, some students skip
Harnsonburg shopping and wait until
they're home to browse the racks.
junior Nick Soria often shops in Northern Virginia "1 prefer the selection, and the
'Burg never has anything I want," he eakl
( ollege students .ire known lor be
ing broke. Many students choose not to
work during the school year in order to
focus on their studies, while others may
hold more than one fob at a time. Once
out of high school, students may have to
face financial responsibilities including

rent, tuition, meals, gas, parking and entertainment.
Credit card companies .'(ten target
college students, winding manv |tudents up to their ears in debt. According to bankrate (am, the average college
student owes $2,200 in debt when they
graduate.
Online shopping HI -ikes finding items
easy, and with the click of the mouse, they
can be shipped to a mailbox. This can be
a downfall for students who are "addicted" to shopping — or at least can't turn
down a sale, swipe their cards carelessly
and shop on the Internet constantly.
"My biggest prt>blem was when I got
to college I got a debit card," freshman
Samatha Hlawatsch said. "It was a big financial drain on my bank account."
Another problem many students
face when snopping is the sense of
satisfaction achieved by purchasing
items. I here is a sense of wealth one
often feels when paying, along with
the exciting knowledge of possessing
more flip-flops, video games or whatever is being bought.
"I use shopping as a sense of release
When I have problems in my life, I like to
go snopping," Hlawatsch said.
Whether by getting a job or placing
spending limits on yourself, this summer, aim to shop 'til you drop, not empty
your bank account.

'Never Sang' deals with
father-son relationship
Dysfunctional family
filled with emotions in
latest Theatre II play
■v MAYA CANTU
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
Few situations — in life and in drama
— can be more wrenching than the imminent death of a parent. The son or daughter faces deep sadness, regret and the inevitable tussles with the ghosts of the past.
Robert Anderson's l^hM play "1 Never Sang for Mv lather" explores a man's
powerful I v complex emotions towards his
demanding dad. Stratford Players' staging however, resembles a baritone who
hits most of the right notes, but not always
with the proper amount of passion.
In the plav, widower Gene (played bv
freshman I .ash IXxiley) visits his parents

whom are aged and ailing Tom (played by
senior Zach Livingston), once a self-made
success as a businessman, has lived his life
tightly budgeting his emotions toward Gene
and toward his wife Margaret (played by
sophomore Julia Henry), with whom Gene
is ciose. After Margaret dies. Gene — whose
desire for his father's approval and love is as
strong as his resentment — is torn between
two choices: he can either leave for California to pursue his own happiness with his
girlfnend or stay behind to take care of his
ngid, irasciblc father.
The play belongs to the dysfunctional
family drama genre. 1 "here are the expected
scenes of tear-stained anger and accusation.
"I Never Sang for My hauler" has some stunning passages of dialogue, but it often carries a strong whiff of melodrama. The play,
then, can either be appntached with subtlety
or with full-throttle emotional rawness.
see SANG, page 5

RAISA \*>U\ \uiff photoxrapher

Freshman Lash Dooley, Junior Kourtney Merricka
and senior Zach LWtneston perform In 1 Never
Sang for My Father' In Theatre H.
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TRIP: Dukes heading to N.Y. SLAM: Late collapse cost
for three games series vs. Pride Dukes game against Spiders
TRIP, horn ;wyr •>
Sophomoiv ivntcr fielder Kellen Kulbacki
hit thnv home ruas in that series to break the
previous school record of 18 home runs to a
single ssjaon. He now has a conference-leading 20 home runs to go along with his conleranns leading 60 KBK and .480 batting aver- .
age.
Kulbacki, however, may not be available.
after straining a muscle in yesterday's 13-10
loss to Richmond at home.
"He strained a muscle in his rib cage." M>f-ariand said. "We'll keep him out tomorrow .
and then see about his status for this weekend."
If Kulbacki can't play, |MU can lean on two'.'
other guys they have in the top five in horrtt.'
runs and RBIs. in senior second baseman Kfi- '
chael Cowgitl (IK and 4ft respectively) and
Schill (11 and 48)
"Our lineup is vary strung right now,
S hill said. "Everyone's picking each other up.
No matter who's in the lineup, guys are coming through with big hits."
On the mound, Madison will go with
sophomore nght-hander Ryan Reid on Friday,
senior left-hander Greg \esbitt on Saturday
and Miller on Sundl)
"We feel confident with those guys on the
mound," Schill said. "When they're on. we're
a tough team to beat."
Raid is 7-2 in nine starts this year with a
2 41 ERA while striking out H3. He leads the
team m all three categories. Nesbitt is S3 with
a 145 ERA while leading the team with two
complete games t>n the year. Miller has a 3.67
1 KA and is 6-2 on the year.
"Those guys have been really good for us
all yeac" Mcharland said. TTiey'll battle and
keep us in games."

t \ IN SHOAPMWa pfcflp*ny»Vi

Senior second baseman Michael Cowgllt celebrates
his JMU record 36th career home run. He'll lead
Madison in their series versus Hofstra this weekend.

«phe4nor*< Ihird ba4*ai. Joe
Uk* out at the platt&'-'
"Wr'vi' h.id ..weeks like
this when we IIHT can't seem
to come ready for weekday
games." Sluder said. "We play
betteron the weekends."
Sopjidmore center fielder
KeUoi Kulbacki had his 60th
RHI of the season in the first inning but v. ,i~ taken out when
ru? suffered a minor muscle
strain in his nb cage during
the second inning. Freshman
outJMdei Matt Townsend was
brought «& to pjn.h-hil for him.
Kulbacki Mp«ected to be back

this weekend.
The
Diamond
Dukes
played at Radford yesterday
and will travel to Hempstead
to fact Hofstra this weekend
for a three-game CAA senes.
Came times are 3 p.m. Friday.
2 p.m. Saturday and 1 p.m.
Sunday.
UR 000033304-13 17 2
JMU 420 000400 —10 15 1

Wood, Patrick Riley (5), Trevor
Kavlid (5), Clay McKim (6), Jacob Cook (7), Bobby Lasko (7)
and Matt Sluder.

W — Marshall, L — Lasko, S
— Alas.
2B .— (UR) Andrew Justice,
Matt M.Keiiiid. Victor Croglio;-XJMU);JJate Schill. Matt
Brujfcuv, Mitchell Muses UR
k L n,l Alex
IK) Ben
Wotring, NOrlJ
nna.UMU)
Matt Slu.lir, "
Cowgill.

Derek Duclos, Jason BoHru
ski (4|, Kyle Damm (SI, Wyatt
Stewart (7\ Benjt Marshall A),
Brian Ala» (9) and> M«« McK- -Record*,
enna andI Hank
Haok CoMan;
Coogan; Juatin
Ju
JMU 42'

(13-23),
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(Items are Pre-Pricod)
James Madison University - Surplus Properly Warehouse
1070 Virginia Ave., Harrisonburg, VA
(Former Shenandoah Mfg. Plant-North End Dock Area)

Saturday, April 22, 2006
7:30 AM-Noon
Bikes. Desks. Chairs, Audio-Visual Equipment, Tables. Bulletin Boards, Metal Shelving, Table Saw,
Dorm Beds (Frames Only), Computer Tables, Band Saw, Drill Press. Storage Cabinets, A/V Carts.
Outdoor Furniture. File Cabinets, & Much More
DIRECTIONS: 1-81 North-Exit 251, Turn left onto US-11 (N Valley Pike) Make right onto Ml. Clinton
Pike Left onto VA-42 (Virginia Avel&proceed approx.V.mile to 1070 VAAve. 1-81 South-Exit 245.
Turn left onto Port Republic Road Right onto US-11 (S Main St.). Make left onto Cantrell Ave. Turn
right onto VA-42 (S High St becomes Virginia Ave ) Proceed approx. 2 miles to 1070 VA Avenue
TERMS: Cash or check with proper ID. All items sold on "as is—where is" basis with no implied
warranties of any kind given All sales are final—no refunds. No preview date
For additional information, contact (540) 568-6931
The Public Is Welcome

Things arent always as they appear

MADE BEFORE YOUR EYES IN
MERE MINUTES. EATEN AT WHATEVER
PACE YOU DEEM APPROPRIATE.

Pizza Box

The Breeze

MEXICAN GRILL
Not )u>t big burrHoi. Kg Nvoo: www.9d0ba.com

Bathrobe

Intoxicated Freshman

Police Tracking Device

We accept
Flex!
For catering and fundraising
call Alice at (540) 564-1515

It you hit fresh ingraditnh and unique flavor combtrutnom you'll love Qdoba MttiMn Grill
Tfcu tin t ordinary Mexican It* foods you know. yet with a rwiif that', unforotttabl* Bail of all. ir i all made
f*$t. fmh and nghl V from of you Comt on m and see for yourwlf Win* an yaw faanf to love at QJ*W?~

Located across from the new Wal-Mart
In Harrisonburg Crossings Shopping Center
223 Burgess Rd.
540-564-1515

ANIMAL
RIGHTS BBQ
"All the meat you can eat"
SUNDAY, APRIL

23

FROM

2-5PM

UREC COURTYARD

Open Daily 11am - 10pm Sunday 11am - 9pm

Come celebrate being a speciesist - you
deserve it! Humans are the thoughtful
creatures that invented the burger and
the medium-rare steak. Why not enjoy it?

SIGNATURE BURRITO & MEDIUM SOFT DRINK

Sponiortd b\i tht JMU Collegt Republican!

Qao*a u a hn«ui«rM tiiatwrt etQdaba RmaiOMn Corporation 9200 Mutt truant coupon «
order One teupo* per twtomer Hot aood »tA any other offer Valutonlimtpamctpannau
Offer new 4V7M* "OMO 10/QM

Bin P.ip.l

r*io»li

! One large Spe<^ Pizza i
& One LafgeTm Toppings j|)

$

M

M EXICAN GRILL
Lunch Sinrn.il

$

14
!!
8"
|
!
One Extra Large {j)**BES7J|
Two Toppings

ll»* ooofvMa s

IBW
immm

f'
'i *arafaWI
*j [VBBMaB

nwn,,,.!,,,

1

I
«j

r^n—m.

niMOJflHi-ia

SELL US YOUR OLD MUSK AND MOVIES!

i IWl*

KING KONG
.•■" s

■ ,-\ :-\

0

-LUA:U/V
*-

u>wnJu>*ie at vista Terrace

XQ

RIIIP

<itnni> HilK Driw

+•+-'■>.
!

1IM/TTP

r «MB CAIMTOUT

SwvInQ Hjrnsortxirg &
JMNI MDMIOII UWv»rs*y 4
Caktuii MwftOfite Urin*rs^

mtHawsem

"-*33-7272
'.

rtr i l

P4eiBTr7l1H

•r:-;:" i

9

riQ
Breathtaking views from this .<bd, }, l/2balh unit
with 2460 sq.ft. Features Include hardwood on main
level, high ceilings, stainless steel appliances, gas
fireplace, 2-story foyer w/marble. double garage,
courtyard, and deck.
/
Priced al $2->4,9()0
Contact Chris Rookcr. Realtor * 421 -M 79 or
chrtsPharrlsnnhurxhomes.com
IRA Kllnr iixl MJ* Kr.ln
1962 Evdyn lyrd Ave
HjfTlvnflbuli. VA 22101

^*-
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IRVIN: New rock
artist to release first
album in fall 2006

From a woman's perspective

Senior Sara
Christoph
admires a
painting by
18th-century
artist Elisabeth
Vlgee-LeBrun at
the Women's
Art Exhibit.
The show was
put together by
ARTH 449 and
Is on display at
the Grace Street
Gallery.

RAISA ISONiiUif
phnKtraph-r

SANG: Flashbacks reveal emotional story
SANG, from page U
Directed with an able, if somewhat unimaginative, hand by senior Kevin Branson, the
production aims at heavv-dut\ emotional power, but some of the performances fail to ignite.
Senior All Chen* comes the closest as she blasts
fin? and pain at the audience as the faded Alice,
the disowned daughter of Gene.
Other performances are admirable, it nut
as emotionally engaging. You would have to

sit fairly close to the stage not to be convinced
by Henry's physical embodiment of the frail,
loving Margaret (kudos to the eight-person
makeup team). Livingston is too vigorous
as Tom, seeing that for a sick man, he might
be up for a few rounds of golf. Yet the actor
nicely conveys the blend of repression and
sarcastic humor in his character whose past
Emblems with his own father have affected
is parenting skills,

The scenes in "I Never Sang for My
Father" occur in flashbacks, so senior Rick
Gernet/s minimalist set makes sense. Sophomore Jared Singer's lighting design is decent, but could be even more attuned to the
mood changes of the play.
There's not much wrong with Stratford's
production of the play. It is a strong play
with some standout performances, but falls
short of greatness.

ICHECKMATE
%

IKVIN, from page U
and to 6nd musical inspiration, he looks to the music of Tori
Amos.

"Her ability to create emotion with sound is something thai
cannot be taught,'' Irvin said, and that is part of what attracts him
not only to her sounds, but what he aspires to achieve with his
own music.
His debut album, entitled Lift Die Life Dedicated, is a
compilation of tracks that Irvin wrote himself. He is the
first to admit that writing your own music is anything but
easy, but he says that with this album, "the best stuff came
easily and quickly."
Irvin said that some of the "busywork" of creating an album
can be difficult, such as promoting and mastering the tracks. He
looks forward to the day that he can just sit back and make the
music and not worry about other distractions.
UPB's president, junior Randi Sponenberg, enjoyed working
with Irvin.
"The first time 1 heard Eddie's CD, I was extremely impressed,"
Sponenberg said. "His music allows you to escape from the daily
stress of life by pulling you into a moment of rocking out to incredible melodies and original lyrics."
"It varies — each song is a different mood," Irvin said of his
favorite track on the album. One goal he had for the album was
to produce music that explores all types of different emotions.
"Sometimes I'm up and sometimes I'm down. I'm a human being, so I'll create music that explains all these different feelings,"
he said.
lrvin's album will not be released until the fall, but he will be
performing along with other musical acts at Roast Beach II, a local
concert to benefit the charity MusiCares, Saturday on the Festival
Center Lawn between 4 and 8 p.m.
Combined with his obvious musical talent and warm personality, the upcoming release of lrvin's record is sure to be a huge hit
among JMU students. Be sure and keep your eyes and ears open
for 80 One Records' newest artist Eddie Cain lrvin's new album.
Life Die Life Dedicated.

Surfin
the web?
between waves,
check out

thebreeze.org

IT WOULDWT
BE JMU
WITHOUT...
D-Hall
JAC cards
the Quad

CROSSING
Sign up with Ashby Crossing today and

Duke Dog
the Breeze

Get What You Want!
/191 Devon Lane
Harrisonburg, VA

432-1001

THE ONLY PAPER
JMU BEADS

§The Breeze
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Texa,* Hold'eni Tue^dayd
Open Mic Wednesdays
Xiv« Jazz Saturdays

Hear a lecture introducing the bat.it principle* of spiritual
healing through prater, viith examples of ita effettiveneaft:
"Christian Science: Universal Law of Healing*
Barbara M Vining. practitioner and teacher of the Science of
Christianity, will answer four questions at 7- p.m., Sunday
April 30 at the North»i<le Library in Albemarle Square,
Charlotteeville, Nfc comer 2-1 fir F4o Poad.
Sponsored b-j the f-harlolttsvillf and W*(ne»l>oro Christian Science Church**.
for further information tall: 54o-Z81-5r»4 or 4?A-715-40W/

Special Student Rate'

EVERY Sunday morning...
The Perfect Cure For Your Saturday Hangover
Harrttonburg, VA aaSo*
540-442-9923
Buy one lunch buffet with adrink&
Open 11am - 2am
7 dayi a week
*m««v/ /•' •••• -ill 1 hi.' coupon "
Call for Mi.rry: 540-43B-9993

GET ONE FREE

2 Locations

Why HAUL stuff home when
you could STORE it hereP

ifc MINI STORAGE

•lisslMnSuXiwUtrrwn
•HMMSCMMSII
• Variant Mil sires w awti war
■ Brand HEW dun ami well-In laeIMn
■ Sara aM secure Mean sarvtMaaci

Private Storage Rooms
24-7 Access

* Gataa1 iccass aai aavai irtvawtv*

■

Secure
Facilities

433-1000

"Create-your-own Beverage Bar"

95 South Main St.

mmmmmmummmimmtm

QABJBV rtiMWVMvaaacalaraaisaaaMraM

■*W"T™

wwwJMU.GoSlowAway.com

n mE

The Breeze O '

ay ror a a ay, come ba.c
all spring and summer.

Get the latest news at the click of your
fingers. Making life easier for you.
www.thebreeze.org
Special offer for Virginia college students
Hurry! Offer ends May 31st.

^ Things To Do Before Summer -j

introducing the Fun Card, exclusively for Virginia residents and also for vtudents
at Virginia) colleges and unrverihian. Pay for a day* and got unlimited visits to
Butch Garden* Europe through September 4, 2006 Offer expires May 31.
"Based on $51.95 regular admission Restrictions apply.

Are you ready for summer?

Online: Go to buschgardens.com/va, click on 'Enter Promotional Code", type in the
word college, and purchase your fun Card1 Must purchase by May 31

VWSpo

purchase

How about your computer
and computing accounts?

Al Ihe Park Just visit any one of our ticket windows and present your valid Virginia college
l.O. to purchase your Fun Card Purchaser must hold a valid Virginia college I D.
and purchase must take place at the park prior to May 31. 2006

MCAT

LSAT

GMAT

GRE

Information Technology would like
to share some tips to keep your
computer and accounts
operational over the summer to
ensure a successful start next fall.

DAT

For more information, contact the
JMU Computing HelpDesk at
540-568-3555

I

Beat the
Price Increase

I www.jmu.edu/computing/helpdesk

■

I

Information Technology
James Madison University

Setup a Secret Question to be able to reset
7, your
e-ID password (for e-mail, e-campus &
more) any time, any where, at your convenience. To set a question, login to the
Accounts portal (httpsV/accounts jmu.edu) and
select "e-ID Password/Secret Question."
Then, click on 'Change my Secret Question'
to create a question and answer that only you
know.
v^ Read Your JMU E-mail All Summar for
computing account password expiration
notices and other important news.
Q Kaap Up with your E-mail Quota by logging
into Webmail and checking and deleting
unnecessary e-mail in your "Junk Mail" and
other folders (even if you forward your e-mail
to another account) Be sure to click on
"Empty My Trash" or •Compact" to free up
quota!
Q Continue to Protact Your Computer AH
Summar by following the Instructions on our
RUN SAFE site
htto:/A*rww.jmu.edu/computing/runsafe/ and
also by clicking on the Symantec AntiVirus
Gold Shield 'or LiveUpdates and the Windows
Update Icon for Critical Updates

The prices of our Classroom and Premium Online
Courses are going up. Enroll by May Is' to lock in
the current price!
LSAT CLASS FOR JUNE LSAT STARTS 4BB
T CLASS FOR AUGUST MCAT STARTS 5T14

CLASS STARTS «12
AT.

Call 1-800-KAP-TEST or visit kaptest.com.

Higher test scores guaranteed
or your money back.

KAPLAN
TEST PREP AND
ADMISSIONS

Only One 5 Bedroom Loft
.eft In Hunters Ridge
< 4)1 l>\VI I I

BANKI R

( OMMI IK IAI
IHMW'W'fw m>iKWmi<W»wanwn -Cawaac— »* i miiw mm 'u-x-wn #i»*a»
•ico****} '"■Haw fc— HnwM HI—■ ons * WMWWIMW^MIMVN
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IUNK1IOLM R
KliAl IOKS

434-5150
www.OrrCampusHousing.com

CLASSIFIED
FOR RENT
2003 TOWNItOUSL I OR SALE 3hedrooms. 2 5-baths l,4|4 M) It M»x
Old Windmill Circle llamwnburg ITucc
mile troni campus i irc.it home I'oc your
student/ investment for you: rent
spare rooms to students for $140*. Call
Jay 703-858- 7018 for more information
DP! X FOR SALE BY OWNFR JMI
Students/Parents - Orcal insvcstmcnt
opportunity
Walk In JMU, quiet
ncighhrhd 3 bedrms, 2.5 bath 1500
Sq. n ♦/-. JI65.5O0 (540) 478-3225
TOWNHOUSE
3 bedroom,
land
half baths furnished large rooms and
large deck ml view dr. near hardees
available August 20 (540) 431-2221
Tl35
need
June,

S\
MAIN
5
bedrooms.
2.
across
from
campus.
call
Andrew
703-963-2035

HOUSE FOR RENT 3 BR. 1.5 bath,
great home, quiet neighborhood close
to JMU. no smokers, no pets. $1050/
mo. plus deposit. (540) 421-9977
TOWN HOUSE FOR RENT 3 Bd
Rm. 2.5 hath, full size kitchen /
washer/dry er, quiet area, walk lo JMU.
Available July I. Prefer (irad Students.
Faculty or
responsible
undergrads
$800 per month (540) 246-6700
BIG HOUSE 4 Bd Rm. 2 bath, big
kitchen, washer * dryer, great location.
nice yard, lots of parking, quiet
neighbors. Prefer grad. Students
hfiUR) or rcponsihlc undergrad\ la\\
walk lo campus. Only $1200 per month
Available Aug. 15 (540) 246-6700
MOVING I IVING (il I ( AMPI S' On
to web.jmu.edu/ocl/hstings htm. JMU*!
official site for olT-campus housing,
roommates, and furniture
Great for
advertising sublets. rcntals(434)8l 7-0721
LARGE I BEDROOM APARTMENT
Great location, almost new. washer/dryer,
dishwasher, nonets. $535.(540)433-1 569
LARGE
ONE
BEDROOM
APARTMIM.
ClOM
to
good condition. AC, available 8/06.
No pets,
$410,
(540)
433-1569
Double-wide trailer. 2 bedrooms. 2 baths.
8 miles from JMU on horse farm No
dogs Rent from Aug thru May. $400/mo.
iiKludcsulililio.234-u'>8l(Mi>)4:i-5994
IITRS
RDGI
IWMIOVE
IOR
SUBLEASE Two downstairs BRs
available Rent starts in August and is
$275 plus utilities ( $70/mon). Call
Andrew at 757-570-0740 for details
3 ROOMS AVAILAB1 I Mm BUBI I I
1173 l(3rd floor-$345/month. discount
for May) New Ashby May 8- Middle of
July. Nobody in 4th Room. I lo ) mm
can be subleased. Call (540) 437-5698

GRIiAT
SI hi I AM '
May-August
Sublease in South vieu (Rent very
negotiable)
I nlitics
included
and free cthcmct/cablc/phone
5
mm drive lo campus and across
from bus stop (all (540) sH)8-0204
Double-wide trailer. 2 bedrooms. 2 baths.
8 miks from JMI) on hone farm No dogs
Rent from Aua to May $400/mo includes
utilities
234-9781 (540) 42I-5W4
TOWNHOME
FOR
RENT
loshill
lownhomc.
4 bedrooms.
2 baths
$325 per room. $1300
total
contact at (8041 304-0305 or

|HELP WANTED|
grinncccfajmucdu
(804)
304-0305
PARKIM, M H\ It I S is currently
seeking students interested in working
for the student enforcement program
fur fall 2006. Apply on the web ai
■ram imu.edu/ narking, or in person at
our office located on the ground level
ol the narking deck. Call 568-6105.
or e-mail jmuparking2004tohotmai1
com
for
additional
information
IBARTENDINOI $:>u.day potential
No
experience
necessary Training
provided
(800)965-6520
Ext2l2
V,!
PAY
w*M

UP

[<> S75 per wrvey
GelPaidlo Pi ink com

SOFTWARE
SUPPORT
AND
IRAlNINOt lurloticwille.VA.cumpany
seeks highly motivated individual lo
support clients using medical software
Knowledge of computers required and
training, teaching, or coaching experience
preferred Medical and 401K included
Email resume lo resumes^ healthdatasers
tces.com. No summer positions available

sill NANDOAHfUVBTOI HI! II KS
is hiring for May lo Sept come work
with us on the river Good driving
record, outgoing, energetic, able to work
weekends, full/part lime. 800-6canoe2
I iv c this summer at the Beach and work
with Iclcscopc Picture vSunrays Studio in
OceanCiry. Ml (/Virginia Beach. VA Earn
up lo $10,000.00 Housing is Available
I or more information visit our website and
APPLY ON-MM wwwsunravsstud.o
com or call 1.724.322.18*8 I 0 I
KM II I I M
OPPORIUNin
Graduating Senior Couple to live in and
work at local business Man may hat corner
employment Must have good computer,
sales, and telephone skills
May start
part lime immediately (540) 433-1234
I lllt.l \RI> JOBS I nan Pool Service,
is NOW HIRING' Pool Managers &
I .ik-guards' lull & Part-lime Positions
availablcmArltngt on. Alexandria, I airtax.
andl.oudoun Contact Kelly at: 703-5867567 or email kphillipsfu tiianpools org
BUSIN1 SS
OR
MARKI ITNG
MAJOR to work al local business on
Fridays and Saturdays and full lime
in summer
Could lead to full time
upon
graduation
(540) 433-1234

(AKI'IMIR to build fence
$10,
hr to start, good work move up
fast. Your hours
(540) 568-3068
BE A HERO'!! Lifeguards warned for
swimming pools in Maryland, IX' and
Virginia
Responsibilities include the
safely and maintenance of pool area.
I iwire timely opening and closing of
pool area according to scheduled hours
of operation Provide emergency MnrlMl
as needed Maintain cleanliness and
proper presentation of pool area Please
apply online at www.centurypool.com
Mill' WANTED Want lo work with
horses this summer'.'
Local farm
needs trail guides
Horse experience
required.
Danielle - (540) 290-3731
SUMMER
EMPLOYMENT
NC
Mountain Dude Ranch seeking fulltime summer employment lor kMm
housekeeping Position includes salary,
room and board, and meals
www clejrcreekranch.com
ccrdude'd prodigy net (800) 651-4510
Lilcgi
- Needed in
Northern Virginia Area Pay based
on experience. We also train OH
Virginia Pool Management
a
I888-378-2105 for more information
SUMMI K ( \MP I OUNSI I < >RS Ihc
Virginia E Iks Youth Camp in Bath County
has male and female camp counselor
positions available I ocated along the
Cowpasturc River in Bath County. VA,
V| Yl is a residential, non-profit summer
campprovtdingcampingojvportunities tor
deserving children ages 8-13. Founded in
1949. Member of ihe American C.ini|imi:
Association
Dates of Employment
Boys'Camp: June 14 to July 8 (nils'
Camp: July 8 to July 29. Competitive
salary, room, and hoard E O I-Contact
Camp
Director.
862-9489.
emailv.iclkscamrvuaolcom. (540) 862-7981
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PUBLIC
RF.L ATION/LOUDOUN
COUNTY Are you looking lo start
your career in public relations? Do you
want to put your creativity and energy
to work on a daily basis'' Look no
lurthcr'Virginia Regional Iransportation
Association is a rapidly growing transit
sersicc operating in 15 counties VRIA
is seeking a motivated PUMK Relations
Specialist io join our team Ihis is an
entry level position to handle all aspects
of Public Relations Duties will include
press release, ribbon cutting ceremonies,
fund raising, advertising and more
Ihe successful candidate will have a
degree in related field We are seeking
lo (ill Ihe |ob opening in our headquarters
office in Pureellville Va This is a 1
year temporary internship
Possible
permanent alter 1 year
Start date is
June l-July I Drug Ft** Workplace
EOE. Email cover letter and resume lo
anitattvatransitorg

(540) 338-1610

SERVICES

for local distributor
Musi live in
HarTisonburg area
Starting at $24K
w/potential to earn $75K
Send
resume/letter to P. O. Box 12726
Roanoke. VA

Traffic
Ticket?

24028 (540) 343-5756

Need Responsible Student to watch our
2 children (8 A 10) over summer for 3-5
day s wk Call for details 24^-2046 Sieve

COOM i" Drive improvement
i lass m Hamsonburg on April

Summer Childcarc Needed M-F 7:30
am • 2 30 pm 2 girls (M & 10) Must be

29th or May13th.

willing lo lake lo pool and other places

Call 540-350-4716

Transportation needed $200/wcek
Contact Alana Miller (540) 433-1823
SUMMER EMPLOYMENT as cashier at
Chinese Restaurant in NOVA room and
hoard and meals included full/part lime,

HUP
W\NI|-|> Cinnamon
Bear
Bakery & Deli needs full/pan time
help. Apply asap. Call Susan or slop
hy 433-2876 or 540-478-4616 (cell)

CHILDCARI

si MMI R I MPLOYMENT available
at Dunmar Moving Systems - locations
in Richmond. Roanoke. and Norfolk
Starting pay - $10 00 per hour and end
m BONUSES available for
qualified candidates
Join our learn
loading and unloading trucks and assisting
in our warehouses Call 804.271.0500
or
email
Ihreuertidunmarcom

-M I DID NEEDED six 4 bedroom
apartments to sublet from May 28 to
August 8 Contact Bob Weasc (W ) 4345919(11)43343092
HURRY
CALL
US
NOW

JOB IN SALES FOR GRAD Selfmotivalcd outside salesperson wanted

SUMMERIIELP Temporary hclpnccdcd
for v anous tasks at Suncha.se Apartmenls
Please call 442-480*1 for more info I < >l

FREE GOLF! Piedmont Golf Club in
Haymarket. VA has Summer employ mem
opportunities available We arc hiring
bartenders and servers. Beginning pay is
SlO/hr** Weolfer paid holidays, meals,
flexible scheduling and FREE GOLF'
Apply in person 14675 Piedmont Vista
Dr Ha> market. VA or call Robyn Griffith
for more information. (703) 753-5922

SUMMI K t \\W MM! si MMIR
CAMP STAFF Ihe Virginia I Iks Youth
(amp in Balh County lias ihe following
positions available -male and female
camp counselors -certified I
M. T
(medical sulll -kitchen stall
Located
along the Cowpasturc River in Balh
County. VA. VEYC is a residential, nonprofit summer camp providing camping
opportunities for underpin leged children
■fjafS-13 founded m I»4<i Member
of the American Camping Association
Dales of Employment.
Boys' Camp.
June 14 to July 8 Girls' Camp July
8 to July 29
Competitive salary.
room, and hoard
E O B Contact
Camp Director, 540-862-7981. cmailvaclkscamrVaaolcom (540) 862-7981

very flexible, good pay Contact I ing
703-786-4331

or

lingaar/ayahoocom
Ml DID

In-home

summer childcaret 7 30a-5:30p) for young
children (8m - 6yr) Please call 810-5625
or 435-1747 and leave message. $8/hr
Dog sitter needed in H-burg area Must be responsible and good with
animals
Please call 540-820-7575.
UNIVERSITY
Season is here
help

WHY HAUL STUFF MOM!
MOKi
IP Safe and secure mini/sell MOKAGI
I impiiv Various sizes, month rn
month contracts. JMU special discounts!
Visit;
www.
JMU.
GoStQWAM)
com
or
call
M<M43-STOVi

OUTPOST Buy Back
Looking for temporary

TUITION
ASSIMANU
Up
To S20.000 Signing bonus - I .mi
over SWHI a month while lull lime
sludent - 100% JMU Tuition Paid PM
more into Contact R>an Mallors u
mallormv.rjmucdu or (540) 568-6073
PAPKR
EDITING
WRITING
oi II IMS llusv■■• Burned out.' Need
help with your paper' \i-.it http://
u »v\ * ourcollcgepapcr com
today

Stop by Ihe store for details

( (H I K.I

Sll DIMS

| .Miking lor

Summer Work'.' Adecco is hiring for 20
open positions in ihe H'burg area. Pay
isSII.il/hr. Hours are M-F. 7 30-4:30
General labor, requires up to 50 pounds
of consistent liflmg

Background check

I

TRAVEL

|

OKAIHAI ION All OMMODfl |i M9
Bed and
hrc.kl.i-l. double
mom
'Mill haul In private home close u>
campus SAO per nigh 540-434-7152

Think Summer.
Think Sublease.
Think Saving Money.
Think The Breeze.
CLASSIFIEDS.

required (All IODAY' 540-434-2342
or Come by our Office in Hamsonhurg
and fill out an application
EOE

STUDY HISTORY'S GREAT LEADERS
OR LEARN HOW TO BECOME ONE.
<

SA(IS HI<AI> 4-MONIII Sliidera
Summer Renlaly scihrcc/crcall* com
B52)i»5-«32l

DEAR SEMESTEK,
PLEASE END NOW.
NO MORE PAPERS AND flNALS

THANKS,

LOVE, THE STUDENTS

Semester is almosr over, don't worry.
Escape for a lew moments- before yet another final- with

Rappel. play paintball. and learn water survival while developing your leadership skills.
Register for MSCI100 or IS490 next semester.
For class registration & scholarship information, contact kiplinle@jmu.edu or 540-568-3633.
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WORK ON
THE BEACH
THIS SUMMER

7%2 @tee

Sunbeach Studio e conducting
a search tor 80-100

Me>nddv4 £ 'TlwgtJoy-

exceptional individuals to fill
highly sought after summer
positions In Ocean City, MD

ANNUAL »$H
^ TENT DAY SALE J?

Work with an elite crew ol
fellow college students
who are motivated,
outgoing am) tons of fun
• PAID INTERNSHIPS •
• EXCEPTIONAL PAY (SSSl •
• TEAM ORIENTED •
• DISCOUNTED HOUSING •
•EXPERIENCE OF A LIFETIMECall 1-800-523-2632,
apply online at
sunbeachstudio.com, of stop by

f\

in ir\o/ Arc d

SIEIIA

Select Models

DESIGNS

Need Footwear?
Sandals, Shoes
and Boots up to
70% off

TELESCOPE
PICTl KKS.

BS SUNNY

, . ,

10- 60% OFF

MOUNTAIN

\W>- mm

WM

HARRISONBURG.

V I R 6 I N I A

Look for O Marmot
other great deals
in the store!!

1544 E. Market Street

Harrisonburg

Located off 1-81 at exit 247a

/MOUUMIMCCIIHG

OVER 75 MODELS ON DISPLAY!!

22ND9-6

GOOD HUMOR'
Sunbeach Studio
20916th Street
Ocean City, MD 21842

Limited to in stock merchandise

T*k

FLAVORS OF THE WEEK:

(540) 434-7234

Buy One
ConeorCup\
£r Get One

Oieo
POM//ftOH/fi:

YlftntOnea

38 E. Wolfe St. £r 2123 S. Main St.. Harrisonburg
540-H34 6980
540 434 HOm

Waffle Cones .55 Extra
1 coupon per person
Expires 1/27/06
Htjurg Stores Only

Use your

JA ard EXCLUSIVELY
at Charlie Obaugh Pontiac, Buick, GMC
The ONLY auto dealership in the Valley to accept JA ards for all
your automotive maintenance and accessory needs.

Summer Special
-Free 27point inspection
-Oil Change $19.99
up to .5 qts

Charlie Obaugh Pontiac, Buick, GMC
Toll Free: 1-800-434-2842
Local: 540-434-6749
3155 South Main St
J
Harrisonburg, VA 22801

